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Abstract

Radio frequency heating in the ion cyclotron range of frequencies has proved to be an

effective mechanism for raising the temperature of tokamak plasmas. Of particular

interest is the case when a second ion species is present in a small concentration, a

scenario which has been used to great effect on JET.

The scheme involves launching a fast wave so that it propagates across a

magnetic field gradient, undergoing reflection, absorption and mode conversion to an

ion-Bernstein wave as it traverses the tokamak radius.

Traditionally, theories which describe the wave propagation have treated the

magnetic field as being constant across the Larmor radius of the ions. The gyrokinetic

formalism used here, however, provides a method for including this variation in the

dielectric tensor. The wave equations thus derived are shown to include a new source

of damping.

For plasmas where the wavelength is small compared to the ion Larmor radius,

the wave can be described by a fourth order differential equation. As the high

temperatures needed for nuclear fusion are approached, however, a more exact

treatment is required and we derive a rather more complicated set of integro-differential

equations. Rather than solve this full system numerically we use the so-called 'fast

wave approximation' to calculate transmission and reflection coefficients at the expense

of losing information on mode conversion.

We derive equations to describe two scenarios; a wave crossing the minority

resonance in a two species plasma and crossing the second harmonic when only one

ion species is present. The general theory, however, can easily be extended to describe

other heating schemes. Numerical results bear out the analytical conclusion that a more

accurate representation of the magnetic field does have the effect of lowering the

transmission coefficient.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The search to realise a safe, commercially viable form of energy production has

fostered world-wide research in the area of Plasma Physics. Nuclear fusion requires

that matter be hot enough for two light atomic nuclei to be fused together, releasing

energy in the process. In order to produce the high temperatures required, some 108K,

the ionised gas, or plasma, is often confined by magnetic fields. The combined effect of

electric and magnetic fields, together with the thermal motion of the constituent

particles, form the basis for a rich variety of waves and wave-particle interactions. This

Chapter will provide an introduction to a few of these waves and look at methods of

exploiting the wave-particle interactions to heat the plasma.

§ 1.1 Waves in a Magnetised Plasma

Fluid and Kinetic Descriptions of a Plasma

In order to understand the behaviour of a plasma we must first develop a set of

equations to describe the physical processes taking place. Unfortunately there is no one

set of equations which adequately describes the total range of plasma phenomena;

different processes require different levels of description.

The effect of Coulomb collisions is to reduce the velocity distribution in a

plasma to that of the thermal equilibrium Maxwellian. If we wish to consider behaviour

on a timescale which is much greater than the relaxation time to a Maxwellian, a fluid

description is all that is needed, giving rise to the subject of Magnetohydrodynamics
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(MHD). For high frequency phenomena, however, the plasma must be described by a

kinetic equation formulated in terms of a particle velocity distribution function f(r,v,t),

which gives the density of particles in a six dimensional space with coordinatcs( r,v) at

time t.

Another parameter which is important in choosing a description of the plasma is

the Debye length. Any charged test particle in a plasma will attract oppositely charged

particles towards it, effectively producing a spherical screen beyond which the effects

of the test charge are not felt. The radius of this sphere, the Debye length, is calculated

to be = EqkT / n0e2 m, where Eq is the permittivity of free space, K is Boltzmann's

constant, T and n0 are the temperature and density of the plasma respectively and e is

the charge of an electron. The 'collisional' force that a test particle experiences is due to

the non-zero resultant force of the particles within its Debye sphere. If a plasma has a

large number of particles in a Debye sphere they will tend to be evenly distributed,

making a force on the test particle due to charge imbalance less likely. The number of

particles in a Debye sphere is n0 Xp, which increases as n0 decreases. Hence, for low

density plasmas such as those found in magnetically confined fusion devices, we can

neglect the effects of collisions - such plasmas are called 'ideal'.

The Cold Plasma Dispersion Relation

The simplest case to analyse is that of a cold plasma, where the particles have no kinetic

thermal motion of their own (see, for example, Cairns (1985), Stix (1962), Swanson

(1989)). The electrons and ions are treated as separate fluids, each governed by the

momentum equation

dVo
_ qs ,

-gf + (vs.V )vs = — (E + vs x B) (1.1.1)

and Maxwell's equations

(1.1.2)
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r)F
V x B = |i0 (J + e0 . (1.1.3)

The current density, J, is defined by

J = Z ns Qs vs • (i-1-4)
s

E and B represent the electric and magnetic fields respectively, q, m and v are the

particle charge mass and velocity, |io is the permeability of free space, c the speed of

light and s denotes the electron or ion species.

Taking the plasma to be uniform in time and space, we may Fourier transform

these equations or, equivalently, assume that

E = Ej exp{i (k.r - cot)}

B = B0 + Bj exp{i (k.r - tot)} (1.1.5)

v = Vj exp{i (k.r - cot)},

where B0 is the static magnetic field, the subscript 1 denotes a small perturbation from

the equilibrium state and k and CO are the wave vector and angular frequency

respectively. We may now write the momentum equation in linear form

-i®vis = ^(Ei +vlsxB0) ,

which has solutions

i iQ
vls = iq$ 2 IE! +1—*(Ej X b ) (Ej. b )b}, (1.1.6)

msco(l - Qj/co2) co co2

where b is a unit vector in the direction of B0 and Qs is the cyclotron frequency of the
qsB

species s given by £2S = ms
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If we eliminate Bj from (1.1.3) and make use of the representations in (1.1.5),

we have the equation

kxfkxE^ -iG)|l0n0 I qs vls - Ej .

Substituting for vls from (1.1.6) we obtain three linear equations in Elx, Ely and El2
which, written in matrix form, are

(1.1.7)

k2c2
where n2 = , 0 is the angle between the magnetic field and the z direction and

CO2

/ £n - n2cos29 £12 n2cos0sin0 A f Elx > / 0 X

e2i e22 ~ °2 0 Ejy = 0
lo JV n2cos0sin9 0 £33 - n2sin20 J V Eiz y

co.

£11 ~ e22 - 1 ~ Z
ps

s co2 - q;

f 12 - -e21 - ~1 Z
«ps"s

s co(co2-an

CO
ps

£33 -1 - z ~
S CO2

with oops, the plasma frequency, given by coDS =
Qsns

ps
mce,1st0

The dispersion relation, an equation relating co and k, comes from requiring

(1.1.7) to have a non trivial solution so we put the determinant of the matrix equal to

zero. Since co is fixed (determined by the generator) whereas Q. (dependent on the

magnetic field) and cc^s (dependent on density) vary across the tokamak, we can trace
the change in wave number through a cross-section of the tokamak.

The solution of (1.1.7) is a quadratic in n2. Hence when n2 > 0 we have two

real solutions for k of equal magnitude and opposite signs, corresponding to waves
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propagating in opposite directions. In traversing the tokamak we encounter cut-offs and

resonances. A cut-off occurs when n2 goes from positive to negative. If the region of

negative n2 is sufficiently narrow, some of the energy may 'tunnel' through this

evanescent region in a process analagous to quantum mechanical tunnelling through a

potential barrier; the remainder of the energy is reflected. A resonance occurs when n2

goes to infinity, in which case the wave energy is absorbed.

Propagation at Right Angles to the Magnetic Field

Since the bulk of this thesis is concerned with propagation at right angles to the field

(perpendicular propagation) we shall look in a bit more detail at some of the waves

which exist in the frequency range of interest.

When cos0 = 0 the easiest way to solve (1.1.7) is to put Ex = Ey = 0. A non-
2

zero solution for the electric field therefore requires that £33 - n± = 0, or

0)2 = wpS + kIc2 • d-1-8)

This represents a transverse wave polarised with its electric field in the direction of B.

The particle motions are along B and are therefore unaffected by the magnetic field.

This so-called 'ordinary mode' is simply the usual electromagnetic wave, which travels

in a vacuum with to2 = k±c2, modified by the presence of the plasma.
IfEly and Elx * 0 and Elz = 0, however, then the dispersion relation is

£11 (£22 ~ n_L ) = E12e21 • (1-1-9)

The wave is now a mixture of longitudinal and transverse components known as the

extraordinary mode. At the low frequencies of interest in this thesis, we find that

11 1 ,x of
B2

or equivalently, (0 = k±cA where cA = , the Alfven speed.
M-onimi
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This fast or compressional Alfven wave is rather like a sound wave with the restoring

force provided by magnetic pressure.

Rotating Coordinates

Rather than work in Cartesian coordinates, it is often found to be easier to work with

rotating coordinates. For future reference we define

E+ represents a wave with the electric field rotating anti-clockwise, in the same

sense as the ions when viewed along a perpendicular magnetic field; E. represents a

wave with the field rotating clockwise, in the same sense as the electrons.

Warm Plasma Effects

If we wish to include thermal effects in the analysis we must use a kinetic description of

the plasma rather than the fluid equation. The derivation of the dielectric tensor for this

case can be found in Appendix A. If we assume a Maxwellian distribution, then the

integrations in (A 13) can be performed to give the results quoted in Cairns (1985) as

E+ = Ex + i Ey

E. = Ex — iEy .

n=-oo

(1.1.10)

where s denotes summation over species and

( "2t,z
- In)Z

"I-Z' A
(2XS)"2

z!,2d'„ - u
(1.1.11)

"I,Z'
(2Xs)in

zs1,2(i'„ -1„)
Z' InZ

J
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\s, the argument of the Bessel functions, is defined by

and Z is the plasma dispersion function given by
oo

(0 - nQs / ms \1/2
Z(4) = j dt

-OO

with argument %ns
t - 4 kz 2kTSV V

Thermal corrections introduce higher order terms in k into the dispersion

relation, corresponding physically to extra modes of propagation. Considering (1.1.9),

for example, we note that En will no longer be the coefficient of the highest order term,

hence the branch on which n —» <» at the resonance in cold plasma theory will now be

mode converted to an ion Bernstein wave. The phenomenon of mode conversion is

shown in Figure (1.1). In region A we have a straightforward superposition of two

modes, whereas in region B the two modes are no longer distinct; if energy is incident

in only one mode, the outgoing energy will be a superposition of both modes.

We note that the Bernstein wave is backwards propagating with its group

velocity, , having opposite sign to its phase velocity, p.

§ 1.2 Fusion Devices

The most promising fusion reaction is that in which the nuclei of deuterium and tritium

fuse to produce an alpha particle with the release of a neutron :

jD2 + jH3 -> 2He4 + on1 + 17.6MeV

where the energy given is the kinetic energy of the particles. It arises from the fact that

the total mass of the left hand side is slightly less than the total mass of the right hand

side, (by 0.02 times the mass of a proton); the 'lost' mass is converted to energy

according to Einstein's famous relationship, '5E = 5m c2 '.
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In order for the ions to approach a separation where the attractive short-range

nuclear force is dominant, they must be accelerated to high velocities in order to

overcome the repulsive long-range Coulomb barrier. Since material walls are

inadequate for containing a plasma at these temperatures, alternative means have to be

found to confine a plasma long enough for fusion to take place. There are various

approaches to solving this problem, many of which are outlined in Gill (1981). Some

of the most common are described below.

Inertial Confinement

The Lawson criterion for ignition states that the product of the plasma density times the

confinement time must exceed a certain temperature dependent critical value. Whereas

magnetic containment devices produce confinement times of the order of 1 second,

inertial confinement drastically reduces the required confinement time at the expense of

requiring correspondingly higher densities. One method under consideration involves

using pellets of fuel about 1mm in radius. High power lasers are used to burn off the

outer coating, causing the inner core to be compressed. Problems include removing the

outer shell in such a way as to avoid setting up the Rayleigh-Taylor instability (see

Figure 1.3).

Mirror Devices

Mirror devices are open-ended, relying on the reflection of charged particles by regions

of strong magnetic field for confinement. Early experiments using radioactive sources

looked promising, with individual particles being contained for a million transits. It was

later found that collective effects could lead to the so-called flute instability, driving the

plasma across field lines and limiting confinement. It seems unlikely that fusion will be

realised in these devices. The Americans abandoned their research programme in the

late 1980's, although work is still under way in Japan.
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Z-Pinch

The Z-pinch is a cylindrical device, the idea being that fast rising currents in the plasma

will collapse the column by the pinch effect (JxB forces), heating it ohmically.

Problems have again arisen due to instabilities, notably the 'sausage' and 'kink'

instabilities (see Figure 1.3). Research is taking place in the USA and Imperial College,

London.

Tokamaks

Tokamaks offer perhaps the most promising route to controlled fusion, with research

into various geometrical configurations going on world wide. An overview of the

subject can be found in Wesson (1987). Shaped like a torus, the tokamak's principal

magnetic field is toroidal, produced by external coils (Figure 1.5). A toroidal

component alone, however, is insufficient for confinement since both the gradient and

curvature drifts lead to charge separation; the resulting E x B drift is such as to produce

an outward expansion of the plasma (Figure 1.4). If a poloidal field component is

added (usually by the current flowing in the plasma) then the particles can move from

the upper to the lower part of the plasma, cancelling out the electric field.

From the earliest experiments it was clear that tokamaks are subject to a variety

of macroscopic instabilities. Although not fully understood, they can usually be

identified with various MHD modes and fall into three main categories; Mirnov

oscillations, sawtooth oscillations and disruptions. Mirnov oscillations are bursts of

magnetic oscillation during the current rise, whilst sawtooth oscillations occur in the

soft X-ray emission from the plasma and are so-called because they exhibit a sawtooth

time dependence. Neither of these modes prevent satisfactory operation of the tokamak.

Disruptions are another matter however, they are dramatic events in which the plasma

confinement is suddenly destroyed leading to large mechanical stresses and intense heat

loads. If no way of avoiding disruptions is discovered, it may be possible to control the

instability by using current or magnetic feed-back.

9



Tokamak Parameters

The pressure of the plasma which can be contained increases with the strength of the

magnetic field. The toroidal magnetic field is limited by technological factors and is

typically several Tesla, with the poloidal field being smaller by a factor of between 5

and 15.

Confinement time is found experimentally to increase with size. Most tokamaks

have a minor radius of tens of centimetres and energy confinement times of tens of

milliseconds. The Joint European Torus (JET) has a minor radius of 1.25m and a

confinement time of about 1 second. Further typical tokamak parameters are

summerised below.

Parameter Value

Plasma volume l-100m3

Plasma mass

Ion concentration

10-4 - 10"2g

1019 - 102°m"3

Temperature

Pressure 0.1-1 atmosphere

100 - lOOOkms"1

1 - 10 KeV

Ion thermal velocity 100 - 1000k

Electron thermal velocity 0.01c - 0.1c

Plasma current 0.1 -5 MA
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Heating Schemes

i) Ohmic Heating

The toroidal current which is necessary for equilibrium is also a source of heating due

to the resistance to the current caused by electron-ion collisions. At low temperatures

this ohmic heating is very effective. Since the resistance of the plasma is proportional to
-3/2

T£ , however, ohmic heating is inefficient at high temperatures and alternative
methods must be employed.

ii) Neutral Beam Injection

In order to create high energy neutons, it is necessary to start with an ion source. The

charge on the ions is utilised to accelerate them to a high velocity before they are

neutralised by being passed through a gas in which charge-exchange occurs.

Once injected into the plasma, the neutral atoms are unaffected by the magnetic

field. They become trapped in the plasma when charge is acquired through collision

with plasma particles; the resulting 'fast' ions transfer energy to the bulk plasma by

collisional processes.

Neutral beam heating runs into problems in tokamaks with large radii since it is

difficult to produce beams with high enough energies to penetrate into the centre of the

plasma before they are ionised.

iii) Radio Frequency Heating and Landau Damping

Electromagnetic waves in plasmas are subject to collisionless damping due to a variety

of wave-particle resonances. This variety opens the door to many different schemes,

which will be looked at in more detail in Section 1.3. The general principle, however,

is the same in all of them; a high power generator produces an electromagnetic wave

which is coupled to the plasma by an antenna. The wave then propagates with

negligible loss to a localised absorption zone where it transfers energy to the plasma.
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Landau damping is a commonly used heating mechanism at Lower Hybrid

frequencies. A mathematical analysis is rather complicated but the process is due

physically to particles with a velocity close to the wave phase velocity 'surfing' the

wave. It is not possible to say whether a particular resonant particle gains or loses

energy from the wave since this is dependent on its initial position with respect to the

phase of the wave. We can, however, make some comments about average energy

gains and losses by examining the slope of the distribution function. If we first of all

consider particles with an initial velocity slightly higher than the wave phase velocity,

then those particles which gain energy move away from the resonant velocity while

those that lose energy approach it, interacting more effectively with the wave. Hence

we have a net transfer of energy from particles to the field. The opposite is true if we

consider particles starting with a velocity slightly lower than the wave phase velocity. If

we consider a Maxwellian distribution then there are more particles in the latter

category, resulting in a net loss of energy from the wave.

§ 1.3 Radio Frequency Heating Schemes

There are four main frequency bands for radio frequency heating (Cairns (1991)), only

one ofwhich (ion cyclotron range of frequencies) will be considered in detail.

The lowest frequency scheme in operation is that involving shear and

compressional Alfven waves at a few MHz. In practice, experiments have had

problems due to poor coupling between the plasma and antenna.

Increasing the frequency to 1 - 5 GHz moves us into the range of Lower Hybrid

heating. The Lower Hybrid frequency is one of the resonant frequencies of cold plasma

theory given by

co2.
pi

®LH = 5 T (Qi < 05 < Qe)
(1 +</"*)
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In practice, the frequency used is above coLH and absorption depends on electron

Landau damping. Lower Hybrid waves have also been used successfully for current

drive.

The highest range of frequencies in use (30 - 150 GHz) is for electron cyclotron

heating. Although it is only fairly recently that the technology to produce high power

radiation at such high frequencies has been made available, electron cyclotron heating

has several advantages over lower frequency schemes. Coupling the wave to the

plasma can be done from a simple wave guide aperture, for example, rather than having

an internal device which may cause impurities. It is also found that absorption occurs in

a fairly narrow layer which is useful in controlling the current profile.

Ion Cylcotron Range of Frequencies (ICRF)

The most common heating schemes in use are in the ion cyclotron range of frequencies,

which at 30 - 60 MHz lies between the Alfven and Lower Hybrid schemes. For a single

species plasma, we note first of all, that contrary to what might be expected, there is no

resonance at the fundamental cyclotron resonance in a single species plasma. This is

due to the fact that although the individual dielectric tensor elements go to infinity as

CO —» Q, the solution to (1.1.9) remains finite. The physical reason why there is no

damping is that = - iEy so that the wave is circularly polarised in such a way that E+
vanishes; it is this component which interacts strongly with the ions.

The inclusion of thermal effects gives rise to a resonance at the second harmonic

which is mode converted to an ion Bernstein wave. Depending on whether we launch

the wave from the high or low field side, various fractions of the wave will be

transmitted, reflected or mode converted (see Figure 1.2). If kz > 0, then the plasma

dispersion function will have an imaginary part, corresponding to wave damping which

is in addition to the energy lost from the ion Bernstein wave due to Landau damping.

13



The presence of a second ion species, even if present in very small

concentrations has the important effect of producing an extra resonance at the ion-ion

hybrid frequency given by

concentrations of the two ion species.

The ion-ion hybrid frequency occurs when two ion species are present, between

their two cyclotron frequencies. For a very low minority concentration, it lies close to

the minority fundamental. Absorption depends on the existence of this resonance

combined with the effects of cyclotron damping.

If neither of the species has a concentration very much higher than the other,

then the hybrid resonance is not close to either of the cyclotron frequencies and

cyclotron damping is weak. Under these circumstances most of the energy which is not

transmitted in the fast wave is mode converted to the Bernstein wave, from which it is

absorbed by Landau damping. When one species concentration is substantially smaller,

however, the minority makes very little difference over most of the frequency range but

introduces a sharply peaked singularity near the minority cyclotron frequency. The

polarisation is effectively dictated by the majority species, enabling a strong interaction

between the wave and the minority species. Mode conversion to an ion Bernstein wave

is again possible and absorption is now due to a combination of mode conversion and

cyclotron damping.

where Xa and Xb are the relative
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§ 1.4 Outline of Thesis

The aim of this thesis is to examine the behaviour of the fast wave in the ion cyclotron

range of frequencies, specifically near the ion-ion hybrid resonance in a two species

plasma and near the second harmonic when only one ion species is present. Our

starting point is the gyrokinetic theory developed by Chen and Tsai (1983). The

essence of this theory is to include the variation of the magnetic field across the ion

Larmor radius. Preliminary work done by Lashmore-Davies and Dendy (1989)

suggested that this introduced a new source of damping.

In Chapter 2 we recover locally uniform results (neglecting the variation in

magnetic field across the Larmor radius) obtained by Chow, Fuchs and Bers (1990).

These results, valid when kp « 1, serve as a reference for later work in addition to

establishing which effects are important and showing how the expansion procedure

must be modified to make it physically realistic.

In Chapter 3 we compare two papers, Lashmore-Davies and Dendy (1989) and

Antonsen and Manheimer (1978) to ascertain why, when they both start from the same

resonance condition, one obtains damping and the other does not. The work of

Lashmore-Davies and Dendy, which describes perpendicular propagation is extended to

arbitrary angles of incidence in Section 3.2. In Section 3.3 we show how their 'single-

mode' type analysis can be modified to an integral form resulting in a full wave

description containing information on reflection, transmission and mode conversion.

In Chapter 4 we consider a plasma where kp « 1, enabling us to derive a fourth

order differential equation from the integral forms of the dielectric tensor in Chapter 3.

Numerical results are presented.

In Chapter 5 the results of the previous chapter are extended into a regime

where high energy ions prohibit the approximations made earlier. In this case the wave

is described by two coupled integro-differential equations. These equations require a

considerable amount of expertise and computer time to solve, hence in Chapter 6 we

introduce the so-called 'fast wave approximation' (Kay et al (1988)) which enables us

15



to reduce the integro-differential equations to a relatively straightforward second order

differential equation providing information on transmission and reflection coefficients.

Numerical results are compared with results from previous stages of approximation.
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Figure 1.1 The behaviour of perpendicular wavenumber in the
vicinity of the ion-ion resonance. After Cairns (1991).

Figure 1.2 Transmission (T), reflection (R) and mode conversion
(MC) for high and low field incidence. After Fuchs and Bers (1988).
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Figure 1.3 Common instabilities.

Figure 1.4 Drifts in a toroidal field. After Cairns (1985).
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Chapter 2

Wave Propagation Across a Magnetic Gradient

§ 2.1 Calculation of the Dielectric Tensor

In order to determine what effects gyrokinetic theory has on wave propagation we shall

first of all examine the dispersion relation obtained by locally uniform theory,

neglecting the variation in magnetic field across the ion Larmor radius. We consider a

Deuterium plasma containing a small concentration of Helium-3 ions; a combination

which has been used successfully in heating experiments in JET. The geometry

considered is that of a slab model, where the magnetic field is taken to be in the z

direction and the direction of inhomogeneity is chosen to be the x direction such that

B = B0(l+x/L)ez. The scale length L can be identified with the major radius of the

tokamak. Throughout the thesis we will denote the majority and minority ion species by

the subscripts a and b respectively.

We shall consider an incident wave with fixed frequency co equal to the minority

cyclotron frequency at x = 0, hence

(0 — £2b = Q0 — + j~).

= -
.

Qb®0
where Q0 = — anc* ^b(x) *s the cyclotron frequency of the minority species as a

function of its position in the magnetic field.
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We shall assume kzp« 1, hence we can make the approximation Z(^ns)=- 1/^
in the majority and non-resonant minority terms. For the resonant minority terms we

co 1
write = r which we define to be — .where vtb is the thermal velocity of thezvtb ab
minority species. Hence the resonant argument is

co - Qb -x
u=- k„vzvtb Lou

In calculating the various tensor elements and the resulting dispersion relation,

we can simplify matters by neglecting certain terms. We note first of all that e33 contains

a term co^co2, which, in the the frequency range considered here, is much larger than
any of the other terms in the dielectric tensor; we can thus equate the co-factor of e33 to

zero. Making this approximation corresponds to taking Ez = 0 and results physically

from the fact that at low frequencies the electrons can very effectively short out any

electric field parallel to the magnetic field.

In the remaining tensor elements we assume kxp « 1, enabling us to expand the

Bessel functions and we neglect terms 0(me) in comparison to terms (Xm^.

The expansions of the Bessel functions which occur in (1.1.10) are detailed in

Appendix B. To order A then, we obtain the following results.

to;
pa

'11
= 1 -

CO2
I *±
2" 2 CO

r 1
+

co-Q, ow-Q,

1 4Aaco,
+ '

1 1 \

8 co-2Q„ co+2Qa
/

co;pb

CO2
fl 1>> |cr G1 ) °£b fl Z( -x \ 1
2

V 2) [io+Qbj CO2 2
V

2 LabJ ab
(2.1.1)

The terms in the first bracket represent contributions from the majority species at

the fundamental and second harmonic, the following term is from the non-resonant

minority and the final term represents the resonant cyclotron fundamental of the minority

species.

We shall adopt the notation of Lashmore-Davies and Dendy (1989) and define
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r2 =

Noting that

nb% -2^-
na9a na '

2
C

-z and
CA

8 cr
1 1°

to

1̂

°r ,,2 2co CA Tj

en " 2
7ca

9c2 3r*c2 ■ M3c^ + 3C2£ _ x WJOV /nLah
+

16cA 140cA 3 4cA2 oq

As was pointed out in the introduction, heating is most effective for small

minority / majority density ratios, hence we have assumed r2 « 1 and have neglected the

thermal non-resonant minority contributions in the above expresssion.

2 Alternatively, for purposes of comparison with Chow et al (1990), we define
o Vts /
ps=~y, where the thermal velocity is taken to be equal to \ 2KT/m . We can therefore

ca
write

t 2

2 ^a ~ Pa 9 n2 -L

2 ^-b Pb 2 ^
1 2

±

and

en "
- 2
7ca

-9c2 3r2c2 54c2 2 3

16c2 35c2 Pa11! + 8 r2
(C2 Pb 2

2 n±
-x\ J_

®bLa
(2.1.2)

In a similar manner we find that

co_

fi12 =
-1

2

pa

(0

/ 1 1 \
co

pb

co-fL co+Q,,
+

co

f -1 A

O+Qv

co
pe

+
/ 1

co c0-qe cim-og
1 \

J
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+ 1 •

CO

1 \

o-Q. gm-SL
v a V

f 1 1 \

co-2£2a co+2Qa

to;pb
.-1

Gri
+ X. i

f -x \

vLoV «b

In this case the electrons have an effect on the cold plasma contribution, but their

thermal correction is neglected. By charge conservation we have the relationship

ne1e = ~na9a " nbQb*

G)
pe to;

Therefore
pa

0)Qp riQ;
(1 + r2), and we obtain

r • f-12c2 9r2c2 729c2 , . 3c2 w-x \ 1ei2 - "e2i =M _ ? + ~Z~?—•" 9 ^a + 2r2(! " b
7c, 8c, 280c, 8c, >LabV J <*b

=1.
-12c2 9r2c2 81c2
7c

■+

8c 35c
Pa11 i +

3r2 f c
2 Ka"j_ VM 1

f -x 'N J_
ab|Lav

v J

(2.1.3)

Finally,

-9c2 3r2c2
e22_ T ~ T~

7Ca 16CA

2co,

to

!! f 1
CO

1_ f 1
2

1 \

co-fL CO+OQ
V

243c2^ 3c2 r2 ^ \
+ r^a+ 2y (l-2Xb)+Z(140cJ 8ci2 (

-x \

Lav av

which simplifies to

-9c2 3r2c2 891c2
e22 -

1C2a 16C2a
+ 2Xa + ^4r2 (l - 2Xb)Z)
280ca 8Ca n

f -x J_
«bvL°S

-9c2 3r2c2 99c2 0 2 3 fc1
7c

+ 77yPaV"8r2 f-y- Pbn16c* 35c*
2

l±
C_-x_^

Laby <*b
(2.1.4)

It is often found to be easier to work in rotating coordinates rather than Cartesian

so the transformations are included here for use later on. For Cartesian coordinates and

perpendicular propagation we have
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fz 11 e12

e21 e22 " ni
Ex
%

0 ^

0
(2.1.5)

and the transformation is carried out by noting that

MLRz = UMxyzU-i
If 1 i

where U = —:( , . ^1 -1 J

Hence, in rotating coordinates we have

/
i

eL " ~ eLR +

1
£d i +

v 2
eR _

2

"l
2
2

nJl
2 )

'0 ^
(2.1.6)

where

eL
ell + e22 -3c2

" iei2 =—
3r2c
4c
J-+ 2 Pan± + r2

3c2 2ipb 2

4c, 32 n± ( -x AZ
Lab

/
v J ab

ell + e22 .

£r - 2 +ie12
3c2 3r2c2 9 2

+ M i + r274' 84
3Pb
32 n-L

/ -x x 1

LabJ ab
ell~e22

eRL - eLR - 2
9 2

74 Panx + r2
'3Pb 2 ^
32 n±

-X \

Lav. a.

For perpendicular propagation we take ab = p.

The next step is to determine which terms are important when the tensor elements

are substituted into the dispersion relation, bearing in mind that « 1. The ordering of

the final terms is perhaps easier to see if we adopt the following notation :

_C , w 2 , cR wR 2
ij ij ij l ij +eij n_L '
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where the superscript c denotes the cold plasma term, w denotes the thermal correction,
w c wR. cR

and R denotes the resonant terms. We note that £.. « £ and £.. « £ .

y u y y

In the above notation the dispersion relation arising from (2.1.5) is
■

c
, w 2 cR „wR 2\ / c w 2 cR wR 2 2

etl + 6 lln± + 6 11 + 6 llni |[^2 + 22nj_ + £22 + 6 22n± ~ n_L

, . C W , C K , _ W R. * f\
+ (£12 + enn, + £,0 + £ ton, ) —0

.w 2
12ni

,cR
12

.wR 2^2
12 n_L (2.1.7)

On expanding (2.1.7) we can neglect all the thermal corrections with respect to

the cold plasma terms except in the coefficient of n4. It is this term which provides

information about the resonance and the presence of the thermal terms is found to be
2

important. We can also neglect terms of order r2 , and the dispersion relation becomes
cR\ , c c , cR c , c cR , c sc. , 0„cRn4 / w „wR

'"if 11 + 6
2/_C . _CK\ , „C C , CK C , C CK , C SC , o „C K\ r.

Ill" nxf 11 11 | ene22 + 11 22 + 11 22 + 12| 12 + 12

or, equivalently,

4,2 „

a n± + b n± + c =0,

(2.1.8)

(2.1.9)

where the coefficients of the equation are

54
35
54 n ,3 „ 7/ -x \ 1a ~ Pa + 26 r2Pb^|vLttby

9c2 3 c2 7( -x \ 1b =— - o-rr2Z
-7 2 8 2
7CA CA

c = -

LabJab
9c4

. 9 c4 -x \ 1
7c4 ^ c4A

r2 Z
LabJab

It is now straightforward to calculate the positions of the cut-off (c = 0) and the hybrid

resonance in cold plasma theory (b = 0).
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§ 2.2 The Modified Dispersion Relation

In order to obtain (2.1.9) we calculated the dielectric elements by expanding the Bessel

functions in powers of kxp and then truncating the series. The resulting dispersion

relation models the D(H) plasma very well. For D(3He) plasmas, however, Chow et al

(1990) found that the truncated series does not reproduce the properties of the exact

dispersion relation. A spurious resonance in the ion-Bernstein wave appears between the

position of the fast Alfven wave cut-off and the minority fundamental harmonic and an

associated spurious mode with large n± appears on the low field side of this resonance.

A closer examination of (2.1.9) reveals that this mode and associated resonance

have no physical basis but are merely a result of the expansion procedure. The larger of

the two roots, corresponding to the ion Bernstein wave is approximately equal to —b/a.

We investigate this root near in the mode conversion region, given by the ion-ion
7Lr2

resonance from cold theory, xmc = ^ P°int the argument of the plasma
7Lr2

dispersion function is which, for the parameters we are considering, is in the
24p

asymptotic region. Hence we can expand the plasma dispersion function, giving the

solution for the ion Bernstein wave to be

9c2 3c2 L

7C2 + 8 c2 12 x
2 A A
nj- = ~54 3 L ' (2-2.1)

'

35 + T6r2^bx

It is a result of the denominator in (2.2.1) going to zero which leads to the

breakdown of the dispersion relation. The majority species (D) is not resonant so its

contribution is constant. The minority, however, is resonant and hence has a Z function

contribution to the thermal term, it is therefore possible for the denominator in (2.2.1) to

equal zero. We note two points in connection with this. Firstly that the problem will not

arise in D(H) heating since both species are resonant and hence both enter the coefficient
4

of n± with Z functions; the minority is smaller by a factor of r2 so can be neglected with
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respect to the majority and secondly, that although the resonance is an artifact of the

expansion, it will exist for all orders of the Taylor expansion of the Bessel functions.

Chow et al correct the error by expanding to first order in x around the mode

conversion point xmc giving

9c2 3c2 L

7c2 + 8 c2 r2 X
"± = T . Y (2-2.2)y 54 n xmc 3 o35p*TT + 16r^t

9c2 3 c2

"7? + 8 c2 '2 x
"

L 3 9 • (2.2.3)

We can now restore the Z function via the relationship — —> -Z

modified coefficient for nx is
vLctby

1
—

, so the
<*b

39
a mod ~~ go r2^b^

-x \

Lab/
—

. (2.2.4)
CLu

Close to x = xmc, the plasma dispersion function restored in the denominator has

the correct real part and its imaginary part is negligible which correctly reproduces the

exact solution. The exact dispersion relation does have Im(n±) » Re(n±) near x = 0, as

does the approximation, but since the Bernstein wave is highly evanescent in this region,

the exact value of Imfa^) is unimportant.

With regard to the fast wave, we note that since a «b and c in (2.1.9), the fast
2

wave can be approximated by nx = -clb. Hence by modifying only the coefficient 'a',
we have left the fast wave unchanged.

Solutions of the truncated and modified dispersion relation are given in Figures

2.1 and 2.2.
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§ 2.3 Calculations at the Second Harmonic

We shall now consider a plasma containing just one ion species, where the incident

wave frequency is equal to twice the ion cyclotron frequency.

Returning to (1.1.10) and proceeding in the same manner as Section 2.1 we find

CO2- , /pi I f
e„ = 1

CO2
1

00
f 1 1 4XjC0 f 1 \

O-Qj oh-Q; ^ CO+2Q;
V

+ 4^z©>31)
(0 l

where co - 2£2j = -2~T~~ and r— = — as before.Kzvt a

c2 c2 (j)2 J 2 2
If we write — Xj =— — ^ ni P2 = 2pn±, then (2.3.1) simplifies to

13 n 2 P,rxAl 2-C 1J c I H \
£ll_- 2 + 24 ^ ni + 43c (LaJ a ± (2.3.2)

In calculating e12 we can rewrite the electron contribution by noting that

neqe = -niQi

co¬
pe

hence,
wQe 2ft2 2ci

giving the final result

. l"-2c2 19 n 2 P _/-x \ 1 2 1
e12 = -e2, = .i . +24PnJ.-4zrLal „J (2.3.3)

The final tensor element is calculated to be

e22
-C2 7 0 _2 , P /-X N 1 _2 (2.3.4)

Alternatively, we can transform to rotating coordinates as in Section 2.1, to obtain
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—c2 3 r> 2 P„/"X\1 2

C2 (3 2
£r — 0 n3c* 12 ^

"P 2
eLR-eRL-~nx

O

(2.3.6)

(2.3.7)

If we substitute the tensor elements into (2.1.8) as before and retain the warm resonant

terms since there are no cold resonant terms we obtain

an*+6n^ + c=0, (2.3.8)

§ 2.4 Results and Discussion

The bottom graphs in Figures 2.1 and 2.2 show the unmodified dispersion relations
2

calculated from (2.1.9), the spurious mode is on the left with a high value of Re(n±).
2

The fast wave has a value of n± = 104, although it appears close to zero on the chosen
vertical scale. It can also be seen that the ion Bernstein wave appears to flatten out on the

right hand (high field) side.

The top diagram in each case shows the modified dispersion relation, where the
4

coefficient of n± is given by (2.2.4). The spurious root has vanished and the Bernstein
wave shows the correct high field behaviour. The fast wave remains unaltered.

i 13(3where a =

24

b =^r
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Reducing r2 has the effect of 'squashing' the dispersion relation in the x

direction. Hence we can predict a result calculated explicitly later on, namely that

plasmas with lower values of r2 have higher transmission coefficients due to their

narrower evenescent regions.

Figures 2.3 and 2.4 show the behaviour near the second harmonic in a

Deuterium plasma. Once again we see the pattern of the cold plasma resonance going

over to a backwards propagating Bernstein wave on the high field side.
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Chapter 3

A Survey of Methods for Describing Wave Propagation

§ 3.1 Gyrokinetic Theory and Single Mode Analysis

Gyrokinetic theory provides a method for the self-consistent treatment of the cyclotron

resonance in plasmas with non-uniform magnetic fields. The variation of the magnetic

field across the Larmor radius is included in the dielectric response to the plasma and as

a result of this, the gyroangle and the Larmor radius enter explicitly into the resonant

denominators of the dielectric tensor elements. It is the zeroes of the denominators

which provide information about the resonance, hence gyrokinetic theory is

qualitatively different from the locally uniform approach.

The gyrokinetic formalism for arbitrary frequencies is laid out in several papers:

Taylor and Hastie (1968), Chen and Tsai (1983). The work which follows is based on

Lashmore-Davies and Dendy (1989) and (1992) and shows how the theory can be used

to obtain results on damping and absorption profiles. Since the results in this section,

and much of the working preceeding equation (3.2.5) in the following section, have

been published elsewhere, only the minimum of algebraic detail is included.

The linearized Vlasov equation expressed in the usual particle phase space (x,v)

is

- 5F + v.V- 6F + (v x B).Vv 5F = (5E + v x 8B).Vv F (3.1.1)
^ m y m

where 8F is the perturbed distribution function and F is the equilibrium; 8E, 8B and B

are the perturbed electric and magnetic fields and the equilibrium magnetic field
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respectively. We introduce the electromagnetic potentials 5cp and 5A where 8B=Vxx8A
and 8E = -V_ 8tp - ^8A , and assume the Coulomb gauge V_ . 8A = 0. We proceed

dt
by transforming (3.1.1) from the particle phase space to the guiding centre phase space

(X,V) where

V X c
X = x + p and V = (e,p,a). (3.1.2)

2

^_L qBHere £ = -y, p = 23 > ep = ^ = ot is the gyroangle defined by

Vj_ = Vj_ ( ejcosa + e2sina ), (3.1.3)

and ej,e2 and ep are the local orthogonal unit vectors. The unperturbed Vlasov operator

Lv = ^ + v.Vx + (vxQ).Vv , (3.1.4)

now becomes the guiding centre operator

Lg = ft + VP ep-VX + V-(^B1 + ^B2 ) ~ 1 -5)

The subscript g denotes guiding centre coordinates and

^Bl = v>< Vx(ep/Q)-VX

^B2 = (V#)^ + (v<a>^
V*P = -(PV*B + vpVx ep .v±) / B

Vxa = (Vx e2 ). ej + Vx Cp . ( v± x ep ) .

v±

Low frequency gyrokinetics involves expanding all variables in powers of p/L.

For the high frequencies considered here, however, p/L « 1 so, for example, we take
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Fg = Fgo where Fg0 is of order (p/L)°.(Antonsen and Manheimer (1978) expand to the

same order in their derivation - see Appendix A).

The linearised Vlasov equation can now be written as

Lg = -m (^g + v x SBg).Vv Fg .

In order to describe the high-frequency cyclotron oscillations, we expand all

perturbed variables as a Fourier series in the gyroangle a. Thus, for example,

Scpg = £ < 9g>j exp(-ija)
j = -oo

where

i 2n
< (Pg>j =— J da 5<pg(X,p,e,a)exp(ija)2k o

We also introduce the function Hg in order to facilitate the solution of the equation

®. -5F* - 2; I :^■ *p5A-) s|f1+^ s|f
After considerable algebra, the final form of the gyrokinetic equation is found to be

<Lg>j<5Hg>j = ^

where 5\j/g = 5(pg - v.5Ag .

The above equation describes electromagnetic perturbations in a plasma subject to an

arbitrary external magnetic field so long as kxp « L/p , a condition well satisfied in a

tokamak.

To solve this equation we may either Fourier transform all the field variables

(see Section 3.3) or simplify matters by treating all the perturbations as having a single

mode character. For example

8F(x) = 8Fk exp (ik.x ).
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This latter method is the one adopted by Lashmore-Davies and Dendy (1989). It is

found that the solutions give the correct transmission coefficient, but since they do not

represent a full wave equation, no information can be extracted on reflection and mode

conversion.

If we consider a field B = B(1 + x/L)ez, the Vlasov operator (3.1.5) now

becomes

< Lg>j = iky vd - i (G) - jQ(X)), (3.1.7)
2

where vd = v±/2QL ey .

An expression for < 8Hg>j can now be found by substituting (3.1.7) into
(3.1.6) and this solution for 5Hg at the jth harmonic is related to the perturbed
distribution function 8Fg by summing the Fourier series, the final result being that

5"8=£[^ + v±.6Ag!^]
r 5FgO \ ^ ^F 0 1 c ve-,J«[co —^ ¥ -g —] < 8\|/g> j

+ J:Z — — . (3.1.8)mj [ky vd-co + jQ(X)]

5Fg is now used to calculate the perturbed current density for use in
Maxwell's equations. Since these equations are expressed in particle coordinates rather

than guiding centre coordinates, we must transform 5Fg back into particle coordinates.
We note that this is easily done for the slowly varying equilibrium distribution because

in this case we do not need to distinguish between the two sets of coordinates. Since

8cpg and 5Ag are the total potentials and were obtained by assuming 5<p and 5A to vary
as exp(ik.x) we simply return to the eikonal variation in the particle coordinates. The

resonant denominator is transformed by making use of (3.1.2) and the expression for

the magnetic field, we can therefore perform a Taylor expansion to obtain

Q(X) = Q(x) + -jj sin a .
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Noting that ky vd is a lot smaller than the other terms in (3.1.8), the resonance

condition at the jth harmonic can now be written as

Jv±
to - jQ(X0) = co - j£2(x0) - - j— sin a = 0. (3.1.9)

Comparing (3.1.9) with the locally uniform approximation co - jQ(x0) = 0 we see that

in gyrokinetic theory, the resonance condition is satisfied over a continuous range of

values of xq ie the resonance region has a finite width. As well as a higher number of

particles being resonant, individual ions are also resonant for longer; ions with their

gyro-orbits centred on X = X0 will be resonant with the wave for the whole of their

orbit.

The current density is given by the expression

gJk = qvf j 5Fk V dvx dvy dvz.

The integration procedure introduces the plasma dispersion function with argument

r ik*P^ 2 , where Cj = TTTT (u ~ jQQO)J Jvth

We then make use of Poisson's equation

k2% =
1 N

,coe0
k.5Jk ,

and Maxwell's equation

co2>*
k2-

y
8Bzk = -(k, 8Jyk-ky 5Jxk),

£0

to calculate a dispersion relation.

It is possible to calculate the transmission coefficient, T, of the fast wave
2

through the hybrid resonance by rewriting the equation for k± in a form amenable to the
mode conversion analysis of Cairns and Lashmore-Davies (1983); the standard result
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f KLQb r2
T = exp (r, - l)2v 2 cA fl 1 (3.1.10)

is recovered.

Lashmore-Davies and Dendy then proceed to obtain a perturbation solution for

the wave number in the form

kx = kg + 5k ,

where k0 represents the cold plasma solution and r2 is used as the perturbation

parameter. The optical depth of the minority resonance is then easily calculated via the

relationship

oo

x=2 j Im k(x) dx , (3.1.11)
-OO

the result being

tt LOu r9
x = ~ (rj-i)2. (3.1.12)2 CA T] 1

The difference in interpretation of the two results is that (3.1.10) represents energy

which is mode converted at the hybrid resonance, whereas (3.1.12) represents the

fraction of energy which is absorbed across the minority fundamental.

Lashmore-Davies and Dendy do not include a calculation of when the

perturbation analysis will be accurate, but it is of interest to do so. From equation (106)

of their paper, we derive the condition

4 rj p
r2«r2pert " (fj - 1)L ' (3.1.13)

We compare this with the value of r2crq at which the minority damping region

overlaps the hybrid resonance and no mode conversion occurs (equation 110 in

Lashmore-Davies and Dendy),
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(3.1.14)

These two limiting values of r2 are of roughly the same value. The approximate

nature of the calculations prohibits drawing exact conclusions, but as a rough guide we

can say that for r2 « r2crjt a fraction (1 - e~T ) will be absorbed due to minority

damping and no mode conversion will take place, while for r2 ~ r2crjt, equal amounts

of energy will be absorbed and mode converted. For values of r2 » r2crjt, the minority

damping region and hybrid resonance are well separated; the transmission coefficient is

given by (3.1.10) but no firm conclusion can be drawn about the energy absorbed

across the minority fundamental.

§ 3.2 Extension of Single Mode Analysis to Include Finite Ny
Lashmore-Davies and Dendy (1989) considered only perpendicular

propagation. The authors extended the work to include finite ky and kz in an internal

paper at Culham laboratory, but the equations were only solved numerically for the case

when ky = 0. In this section we shall calculate a perturbation solution for the optical
depth for fully three dimensional propagation.

For non-zero ky and kz the perturbed distribution function in single mode form
is given by

SFk = - 73 exp {-vj-Vy -V* } [ 8% - < 5v- >0k
mvt Jt3'2v.

e-ij" (0 < 5\]/ > jk ] , (3.2.1)

where
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and k = kx (excos^ + eysin^) + kzez.

As before, we neglect the kyvd term, leaving the first and the last terms in the
resonant denominator acting as resonance broadening terms. Since both of these terms

depend linearly on a velocity coordinate, we may rotate to new velocity coordinates

such that the resonance depends only on a single velocity variable. We therefore make

the following definitions :

Following the method of Lashmore-Davies and Dendy and considering the minority

fundamental (j = 1), the perturbed resonant currents are found to be

Wy = x (Vy-vVz)

Wz = x (vVy + Vz)

where v =^ , x = (1 + v2)"1^ and dVy dVz = dWy dWy

ikyp
2 (kxp-ikyp)j Z(T|lb)

- v x kyp[ 1 + TilbZ(rjlb)] }(5Exk + i8Eyk )

(2kxp - ikyp)
+ iv —

x
2ivtilb [ 1 +T]lbZ(Tilb)] }(8Exk + i5Eyk ) ,
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where p and Q refer to the minority parameters and

Jco-Qb(x) ikxpv{
"'""i. Vt 2 r

It is now straightforward to use the relationship

Ji = S CJij E j
j

to write down the resonant contributions to the conductivity tensor and hence calculate

the dielectric tensor from the equation

C0£0

We now add the non resonant contributions calculated in Chapter 2 to the resonant

contributions calculated here and substitute into the dispersion relation for arbitrary

angles of propagation. Taking the determinant, we obtain

1 - 2N?- (r? - 1)N*
2 2 r2 (r 1 - 1) L 1

N; + N. -
x y 1 + (rj - 1)N2 2ri[l + (r?- 1)N^] p (k^L2+ i)i/2

{ Z(rilb)[(Nx + iNy)(Nx - h2Ny) - (~^) { 1 - (r, + 1)NZ2 }]1

+ vt[ l+TilbZ(Tilb)] [(Ny^(Nx-iNy)-2ivtNyrilb)(Nx + iNy)

{ 1 - (ri + 1)N2 } {i^ Nx + v x rilb } ] } , (3.2.2)
CA kx

where Nx = and similarly for Ny and Nz.
to

It is at this point that Ny was put equal to zero in order to obtain the numerical results
mentioned earlier. If we continue with finite Ny, we can calculate a perturbation
solution as follows:
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Lei Nx = Nx0 + 5NX , (3.2.3)

2
where Nx0 =

1 - 2N^ - (rj - 1)N* - Ny(l + (rj - 1)N*)
1 + (r? - DN2z

(3.2.4)

ie Nx0is the cold plasma wave number for perpendicular propagation, 0)/cA,

normalised to unity and modified by the presence of finite ky and kz.
Substituting (3.2.3) into (3.2.2) we find that 2Nx0 8NX equals the right hand

side of (3.2.2) with Nx replaced by Nx0 since we are assuming r2 « 1. In order to

calculate the optical depth we need to find an expression for Im(8Nx); the algebra,

although straightforward, is long and most easily carried out if we make the following

definitions.

Hence rjlb = Pj (Cib-^~)-

Assuming kxp « 1, we can expand the argument of the dispersion function to give

1
p =— = v x

(k^L2+ 1)1/2

Cih = - "b(x» •
Tb

lkxp

Z(Tilb) = Z(PlClb) + ikxppi(l + p1CibZ(PiCib))

= [ Zr - p^lbkxpZ;] + i[ Zj + kxpPl + PiCibkxpZr]

ikxppx
_

1 + ^lbZ^lb) = ( 1 + ikxPPi)0 + PlClbZ(PlClb)) " 2 Z(p!^lb)

9 kxPPi
= [! +PiCibzr-p1CibkxPzi+ 2 Zi1
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= Yr + iYj

where Zr and Z; denote the real and imaginary parts of the plasma dispersion function

with argument PiCib-

Hence from (3.2.3) we see that

2Nx0 Im(5Nx) = KXXA + X;AT + p^Y.Bj + Y;Br)), (3.2.5)

where

K= r2 (rj - 1) L 1
2r![ 1 H- (rj — 1)N*] p (k2zL* + 1)1/2

A = [(r, + 1)(NX + x2N2_ (i + X2)(1 _ (r] + i)N2] + i[(Tl + l)NyNx0(l - x2)]

= Ar + iAj , the first large square bracket in (3.2.2),

B = [(r, + l)(Nx>y^ + Nj^ + 2v x Ny2 p,Clb)
- 2(1 - (r, + l)N2v x psClb -v x NyNx0(r, + l)p,kxp]

+ i [ (r, + l)(-2v x NyN\,0P,U) - (1 - (r, + l)N2)(2kxp - kxpv x p,

~ 2Ny kxppj(rj + 1))]

= Br + iBj, the second large square bracket in (3.2.2).

Dendy and Lashmore-Davies note that the only terms which contribute to the

optical depth are those proportional to Zj, hence we find that

_ 00

% =~ \ Im(5Nx)dx
A - oo
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2coK . r , ■? kxPPi .

=r_T7- / {-PiCibkxPzi A. + Zi Ar + Pi(—PjCjbkxpZ. + 2 zi)Bi+Pi
2CanxO

(Pl C Z;)Br } dx .

2If we assume small kp and neglect terms of order l^p2 the integration can be

performed, giving

COTIK
Xb =^P^{(r' + ,)[N»° + NJ + 2Nz 1 " 2) • (3.2.6)

2
where we have noted that x2 + Pl = 1.

As a partial check on the algebra, we write

cotiK n OaL r2 (rj - 1)
caPinxO 2 ca N..nH + Cr?N,0[l + (rt - DN^l

hence with Ny = Nz = 0, Pl = 1, x = 0, the expression for the optical depth reduces to

K ObL r2 , , „
Xb~2 cA ^ (ri '

which agrees with (3.1.12).

Numerical Results

Returning to Lashmore-Davies and Dendy (1992), we first of all calculate a parameter

range where we expect the results derived above to be valid. Considering the accuracy

of the perturbation analysis, we restrict our choice of Ny and Nz to values such that Nx0
is of the order unity and impose the condition that 8Nx0 « 1. This gives us an upper

limit on the minority / majority density ratio from equation (3.2.5):

r2 « r2pert = (F^ITE {1 + (h - 1)NZ }(kzL2 + 1)1/2 • (3.2.7)
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A quick calculation on (3.2.4) shows that when ky = 0, Nx0 = 0 when kz = 19,
and when kz = 0, Nx0 = 0 when ky ~ 29. We therefore stop the calculations before
these values are reached.

To calculate r2crjt, the value at which the minority damping region overlaps the

hybrid resonance and associated cut-off, we calculate where the coefficient of Re(Nx)
vanishes in (3.2.2). The contribution from Ny is negligible and following the method
of Lashmore-Davies et al (1988) we put Re(Z) equal to its maximum value which is

taken to be unity. Hence

r2crit - U + (ri ~ DNz}(kz2L2 + 1)1/2 (3 2 8)
(rj - 1 )L

For values of r2 substantially higher than r2crit, reflection and mode conversion

will occur, necessitating a full wave description rather than the single mode analysis

used here.

We see from (3.2.7) that r2crjt increases with increasing temperature and

parallel wave number. Numerical results are shown for the latter case in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.2 shows how the absorption decreases with increasing parallel wave

number for various values of r2 ; whereas Figure 3.3 shows that absorption increases

with increasing ky. The dependence on kz is seen to be stronger than on ky.The
calculation is only performed for those values of kz for which r2 < r2crjt.

The calculation of the transmission coefficient does not have the same

restrictions on minority / majority density ratio as the optical depth across the minority

fundamental. We see from Lashmore-Davies and Dendy (1989) that the calculations for

the optical depth across the minority fundamental and the transmission coefficient

through the hybrid resonance have the same starting point (equation 96) and lead to an

identical result - (3.1.10) and (3.1.12). We can therefore conclude that when the

minority damping region and the hybrid resonance are well separated, the transmisssion

coefficient for three dimensional propagation is given by
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/

5^{<r,+ l)[Nj„ + N2y+2N2J-2}l. (3.2.9)T = exp -

/

We see from Figures 3.6 and 3.7 respectively, that transmission increases with

increasing kz and decreases slightly with increasing ky.

§ 3.3 Calculation of the Conductivity Tensor in Integral Form

We now derive the conductivity tensor in integral form without using a single-mode

approximation, enabling us to extract information on reflection and mode conversion in

addition to transmission. Initially we follow the method of Antonsen and Manheimer

(1978). To avoid inconsistencies in notation and more importantly in signs, however,

their initial expression for the conductivity tensor is derived from first principles in

Appendix A. We illustrate the general method here by calculating the tensor elements

appropriate to a two-ion species plasma where the incident wave has a frequency equal

to the minority fundamental.

So, taking as our starting point, equation (A 14) and assuming a Maxwellian

distribution such that

we have

C07t3/2vt vt

(3.3.1)

kx v±
where bx = ,

n
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Q. = Q.q( 1 + jr- -—— sin0), the value at the guiding centre, and Qq = •QqL m

Gls represents the contribution to Gl from the plasma species s, the subscripts a,b,e

having been supressed for the sake of clarity. The x integral in (3.3.1) converges for

Im(co) > 0. If Im(co) is less than or equal to zero, it is, following the ususal procedure

to be regarded as the analytic continuation from the upper half plane.
x

As previously, the magnetic field varies as B = B0(l+j- )ez. We note that for
purposes of comparison with (3.1.9), 0 = -a. As detailed in the appendix, (3.3.1) has

a slightly different form to the corresponding equation used by Antonsen and

Manheimer.

Using the Bessel function identity ;

oo

e-ibx(sin(Qx-0)) _ £jn(-bx) ein(^T~e), (3.3.2)
n=-oo

the dx integration may be performed thus :

OO
oo

I = J dx ^Jn(-bx) exp {i(n£2x — n0 + (co—Q)x — bxsin0) ]
0 n=-°°

OO

Jn(-bx) exp { (-bxsin0 - n0) }
n=-<x>

i(n£2+co—Q)

Hence

OO

-co2 XJ»(-b*>
p _ 2

aLs =—urr^v±exP{~T^dvidu —T-exp{-i(bxsin0 + n0)}. (3.3.3)
(£>n3'2\t vt nQ+0)-i2

We treat Qasa constant everywhere except where it appears in the resonant

denominator. This means that GL divides naturally into two parts; a resonant

contribution G^es, dependent on x and a non-resonant contribution G^R which is
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independent of x (the remaining terms in the sum). We approximate the non-resonant

contribution by the appropriate cold plasma term; for the resonant term we substitute the

value of Q. at the guiding centre of the particle motion, rather than the value at the actual

position of the particle. This means that we have included the variation in magnetic field

across the Larmor radius in a self-consistent manner. Since we are considering a wave

with frequency equal to the minority cyclotron frequency, the resonant contribution

comes from the minority species when n = 0.

Q0 v_|_
Now, co — = — -j— (x -— sinG), so we may writeL Oo

0L = 0T+2[eS.

where of® = ^ + % Ban2 ,2 '2 Pa1*-!
CA A

colLUl . L r . ^

and <es =—J v3 exp {^} dv±du d0 JoW exp{-ib.sin9} ^
COQ0K^wt VT x.^sine

«0

We now proceed by transforming the x dependence of the denominator. Since
v_l

co has a positive imaginary part, Qb - co = -r- (x sin9) has a negative imaginaryL Q0
part and we transform as follows :

^
"v± v

= i J dkj exp {ikj( —sin0)} e1^54, (3.3.5)
x - ^sin0 -°° Q°

Qo

so we can write

iLco2
res p 3 -v2

cL = 7 | v exp{-y} dvj^ du d9 J0(-bx)exp{-ibxsin9-ib1sin0}. (3.3.6)
a0<»^3/2vt v

kj v±
where bn =

Q
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0
and 2^ = J dkjexpfikjx} G^eS. (3.3.7)

Making use of the Bessel identity once more, this can be rewritten as

2 00
0LCS = 7; 77^ J vi exP{~T} dv4 du d0 Jo("bx) £JJ"b* " bi) eim0 .Q0C07t3/2vt vt m=-°o

The du integration can easily be performed and in making use of the orthogonality

interval over 0, which takes the form

m=-°°

— 271

yjm(b) j de ei(m-n)0 = 27tJn (b),z-' o

we obtain

2lL(£Lh 2
res 3 x

GL = j j v±exp{—) J0(bx)J0(bx + bj) dvx . (3.3.8)
£20wvt vt

For ease of notation we now make the following transformations

bx —> b' ; bj —» b - bx , therefore bx + bj —> b, (3.3.9)

and perform the dv± integration (see Appendix B). Thus

I0 - (k2 + k'2) ^I0 + k-^. j'l exp {—(k2 + k-2)^ } , (3.3.
iLcOpb

o[eS=—— 1I0 - (k2 + k'2) Vlo + I'o \ exP 1 ~(k2 + k'2) ), (3.3.10)
Qo«

kk'p2where the argument of the modified Bessel functions is—.

Integrating over kj gives us a contribution to the current density of

0 CO

| E+(kx) o[es(kx,kx+kj) dkj = J E+(k') o[es (k',k) dk'. (3.3.11)
-oo k
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The remaining resonant contributions to the conductivity tensor are calculated in

a similar manner, we find that

i0)pb
. 2

=—3/2~~5 ^V^v±dud0Jexp{-ibx(sin(Qx-0)+sin0)+i(o>fQ)t-2i0}dx

^2 V Jn(-bx) exp {i (-bxsin0-n0-20) ]Pb
f 3 f"v2t i -i ho n="°°
j j Vj^expl-y} dv± du d0

C07t3/2vt vt n£2+G>f£2

In this case, the resonant contribution occurs when n = -2. On Fourier

transforming and integrating as before we obtain

2iLco^h 2
res 3 x

°LR =- 4 S v± exp{—} J2(bx) J0(b) dv± .
C20covt vt

In order to perform the dvx integration we use the Bessel function recurrence

relations to write

J2(b„) = - J„(bx) -fj'(bx).UX 0

finally obtaining

/l

=^|<k2 + k'2)^'» - k2̂~1'0"̂I'0JcxP{-<k2 + k'2)? 1- <3-312>
The element Ctrl is very similar to due to the symmetry of the dielectric

tensor, the final result being

2

°^S"£^{(k2 + k'2)^ '° " ^''o " FI'„|exP(-<k2 + k'2»^ I' <3313>
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Finally, the element gr is calculated to be

<es=-f2-^{12 - (k2 + k'2) eil2 + k-^r2}exp{-(k2 + k'2)^}. (3.3.14)

§ 3.4 The Method of Antonsen and Manheimer

Having obtained the conductivity tensor using the method detailed in the previous

section, Antonsen and Manheimer proceed by substituting their results into the

dispersion relation. They then expand the modified Bessel functions, eliminate E_(k')

and use the Fourier inversion theorem to obtain an expression for E+(x). The electric

field is evaluated asymptotically with the aid of contour integration and the various

wave coefficients deduced.

The difference between this method and that of Lashmore-Davies and Dendy is

most clearly seen with reference to the X-mode at the second harmonic. Antonsen and

Manheimer find that for high field incidence, incoming energy is mode converted to the

electron Bernstein wave, whereas for low field incidence, energy is divided between

the transmitted, reflected and mode converted waves; in neither case is energy

dissipated. In contrast, Lashmore-Davies and Dendy find dissipation for both high and

low field incidence as a direct result of the appearance of the plasma dispersion

function.

Since both methods have the same resonance condition, it is of interest to find

out why the different results occur. Caims et al (1991) show that it is, in fact, due to

the differing treatments of the resonant term. In order to clarify the mathematics, we

look at the simplest case, that of the the O-mode at the fundamental in a single species

plasma. Following the method of Antonsen and Manheimer, the resonant term is given

by
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.,2
P

f 3f0 j^bOei^'sin0-0)
2p =— L|uv±dv±dud0 ^ — , (3.4.1)01

x + 7=r-sin0 + ieL
sz0

k'v±
where e is a positive infinitesimal introduced to satisfy causality requirements, b'=-fx—

and we have take taken kz to be zero. Proceeding as in Section 3.3, we Fourier

transform (3.4.1) to obtain

i 3f
ap = 27ti—Lj uv± dvxdu d0 Ji(b'+b1)J1(b'). (3.4.2)

Whereas Lashmore-Davies and Dendy proceed, with the aid of a single-mode

approximation, by evaluating the resonant integrals exactly, Antonsen and Manheimer

make a further approximation which corresponds to retaining only the first term in the

expansion of J^b'+bj). The expansion of Jx(bO corresponds to the usual finite Larmor

radius expansion and is used in both methods. Expanding both Bessel functions

enables us to write equation (3.4.2) as

G>2
iL P 2 k'(k'+ki)

°p-T-5 v? '2 • <3-4-3)co2 Qq

Returning to (3.4.1), we note that the first two terms in the asymptotic

expansion of the denominator are

v±sin01

V_L
x + pr-sin0LZn

1
X X2Qr (3.4.4)

We can now make use of the orthogonality properties of Bessel functions (see

Appendix B) to perform the d0 integration such that

J d0 J^bO ei(b'sin0-0) \ v±sin0
vx x2Qo J

" \ > (3-4-5)x2£20
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where we have neglected a term proportional to J2(b')-

If we now Fourier transform the x dependence in (3.4.5) we obtain the same

result as (3.4.3). We therefore conclude that Antonsen and Manheimer's treatment of

the resonance is equivalent to taking the First two terms of an asymptotic expansion of

the resonant denominator, a procedure which loses information concerning the

resonance and results in a singularity at the origin. In contrast, the more exact treatment

of Lashmore-Davies and Dendy leads to the plasma dispersion function with an

associated well defined absorption profile.
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r2crit

Figure 3.1 Variation of r2crit with parallel wave number
B=3.4T, L=3.1m, nt=5xl019ni.iT=2 KeV

Figure 3.2 Power absorbed as a function of kz
B=3.4T, L=3.1m, n,=5xl019m? T=2 KeV, ky = 0



Figure 33 Power absorbed as a function of ky
B=3.4T, L=3.1m, n,=5xl019m*T=2 KeV, r2 = .01

Figure 3.4 Transmission coefficient as a function of k2
B=3.4T, L=3.1m, n4=5xl019m* T=2 KeV, ky = 0



0.8-

0.7-
r2 = .02.

Figure 3S Transmission coefficient as a function of ky
B=3.4T, L=3.1m, na=5x!019m?T=2 KeV, kz = 0



Chapter 4

Full Wave Equations for Small kp

Section A : Propagation in a Two-Ion Species Plasma

§ 4.1 Derivation of Two Coupled Differential Equations

In this chapter we derive two coupled differential equations to describe the wave

propagation, using a development on the method of Antonsen and Manheimer (1978).

Returning to Chapter 3, we find an expression for the contribution to the current

density (3.3.11) from each conductivity tensor element (3.3.10), (3.3.12), (3.3.13)

and (3.3.14) and substitute these expressions into the dispersion relation (2.1.6)

oo

ni(4 + #*) E+ +ofE+ + J E+OO grles dk' + n2A -^ E.

+ f E.(k') cjytSdk' = 0 (4.1.1)
k ^

"1(5" -pfA)E+ +kJ E+<k') oS8 <*'+ "1(- 5- ^.)E-
+ gJJ* E. + J E.(k') g?s dk' = 0 , (4.1.2)

k

u _nr -3c2 3r2c2where &L =— -j-
ca a
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^nr _ 3c^_ + 3r2c2R ~ K K

and the resonant terms are given in Chapter 3.

Equations (4.1.1) and (4.1.2) comprise a full-wave equation describing the X-

mode propagating at right angles to the non-uniform magnetic field in the vicinity of the

fundamental minority resonance. The wave propagates in the direction of the non-

uniformity and at this stage the equation is not restricted to small values of kp. An

analysis of the equation for large kp will be undertaken in Chapter 5, for now we

confine our attention to the simpler case when kp«l.

We proceed by Fourier Transforming (4.1.1) and (4.1.2). In order to clarify the

following steps we will illustrate the method by examining only the term proportional to

o|eSwhich transforms to

iLcOpb co

^ J e"™dk J dk'{l0-(k2+k'2)^I0+^ro}exp{-(k2+k'2)^[E+(k') dk'. (4.1.3)

The other resonant terms can be treated in a similar manner. If we now change the order

of integration and rewrite the exponential, (4.1.3) becomes

iLco^ oo k'
CD2

°°

f o2 kk'o2
/ e+go dk' j |i0 - (k2 + k'2) i0 + i'{

exp|-(k-k')2^-| expj-kk'^2 j e^x dk . (4.1.4)

If we assume that E(k) contains only long wavelength components, with kp « 1, then

in (4.1.4) the k' integral will only be important over a range with I k'p I « 1. The factor
1 oP2l

exp|-(k-k')2-^-r means that the inner integrand over k will be negligible except where
kp is less than a few times unity. If we now combine these two conditions it can be

O2
seen that the part of the double integral which is important is that in which kk' 2 , the
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argument of the Bessel functions, is « 1. We therefore make a power series expansion

in those parts of the integrand which depend on this variable, and (4.1.4) becomes

^Wpb 00 k'
JE+(k')dk' J {l-^-^ + !^}exp{-(k-k02£}eik>'dk. (4,1.5)CO2 -00

k3k'p4It should be noted that (4.1.5) includes a term —g—, whereas we have
neglected terms proportional to k2k'2p4. Since k'p « 1, however, these latter terms will

make very little difference to the solution of the equations and only serve to complicate

the algebra due to the fact that to this order both the E+ and the E_ components of the

wave are resonant - if we neglect them only c£es and o^S, both acting on E+, are non¬

zero.

If we now make the change of variable k—> k + k', reversing the changes made

in (3.3.9), then (4.1.5) becomes

iLco2

to

Pb Tr rt i,' f° / i (k+k')k'P2 (k+k')2p2 , (k+k')3k'p4— J E+(k ) dk J | 1 - 2 4 + 8

expj—-^_jeKk+k )xdk . (4.1.6)

Now,

0

J expjikx - k £ | dk = j expj-ikx - ^ £ j dk

expl-^l ?exp{-^}dkP J 2ix/p2 ^ '

■p IpJ

Hence we can extract the plasma dispersion function with argument -x/p. It is at this

point that the asymmetry of the field gradient becomes apparent. Had we chosen
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B = B0(l-x/L) rather than B = B0(l+x/L), the integral in (3.3.5) would have run from

0 to oo resulting in the dk integral transforming to Z(x/p) rather than Z(-x/p).
. d .

Each factor k now gives acting on Z , so that (4.1.6) becomes
v r J

^®pb 00 r
+ k'^ZE+J^-i^k')ZE+ +^ k')zE+}eUc-x,

(4.1.7)

where E+ = E+(k') and Z = Z|—
VP,

On rewriting k' as -i^ acting on E+(x), (4.1.7) simplifies to

L«p2b p2d o2 d2 D4 d2
riZE+ + t s <ZE+'>+ 4 h<ZE+>+t s5<ze+')| • <4- »-8>poo

We emphasise that in performing the calculations in this manner there is no ambiguity

in deciding whether the differential operators act on Z or E or both.
res

Turning our attention to the other tensor elements, oRL may be expanded to

give

2

J°E+(k0 dk< ; {<i±!OiPi _ } exp{i!P!} ei(k+k>,CD

which transforms to

<4-E9>

a^es and o^s are both found to give zero to this order.
By Fourier Transforming the remaining terms in (4.1.1) and (4.1.2) we arrive

at two coupled differential equations describing the wave propagation.
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Ki- jP«]e+" + clRe+ + ^(~J +

Leo2
+ p^fZE+ + TS1^'1 + T H<ZE+> + ^ <4 U0)

2 + l#alE+"+ + 7#*) E~"
L«p2b
pen

Examining the above equations in a bit more detail we note that the expansion

procedure is not entirely self-consistent. E(k) was assumed to only have components

with kp « 1, but it satisfies (4.1.10) and (4.1.11) which evidently have coefficients

with much shorter wavelength Fourier components. Numerical solutions do, in fact,

run into problems and these are described in Section 4.5. The problem can be avoided

if we do not expand the Bessel functions, but the result is a much more complicated set

of integro-differential equations (see Chapter 5).

A non-zero parallel wavenumber can easily be included in the calculations in the

following way. Returning to (3.3.1) we have

ico2 00
3 -v2 f

Qls=—7^~5-1 v ±exp {-y} dv±dud0 J exp{-ibx(sin(Qx-8)+sin0)+i(co-C2-kzu)x}dx.
C07l3/2V£ vt 0

Hence, when the dx integration is carried out, the denominator in (3.3.3) will become

(nQ + go - - kzu) and the x dependence of (3.3.5) can be expressed as

1 ? v± kzuL .,

j—r — = i j dkj exp {-ik,[—sine + -jj—])elkix,
"o £20

which means we can write
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2iLco2,
res p 3 -v2

°L T77; f dv^ du v± exP{~) Jo(bx)Jo(bx + bi) e-lkzki"L/a0 .QqOJV 711/2 V

The du integral is

oo
^ J

J exp{-^-}eikzkiuL/^) du = ^[k exp j - 2

, 2 * 2 T o 2'kl kz L2 Vt

-oo V
vt 40$

and hence the contribution to the current density is

res °° \ D2 kk'o2
Ol =^— J dk'E+(k') (l0 - (k2 + k'2) PT I0 + -f-I'0QoCO k

2

exp { -(k2 + k'2) } expj-(k-k')2 k2 L2 p2/4
If we now proceed by Fourier transforming and changing the variable of integration as

before, then the factor we extracted from (4.1.6) will now be

0 | k2P20+k'L2)l/2j i f ^
j expjikx 4 J dk = \ Zj

ip(l+k^L2)1/2 p(l+k^L2)1/2

Hence, the effect of finite kz is to alter the argument of the plasma dispersion function

as the width of the resonant region is increased.

§ 4.2 Derivation of a Fourth Order Differential Equation and the

Dispersion Relation

Proceeding from (4.1.10) and (4.1.11) we can either eliminate E_ to obtain a fourth

order differential equation for E+, or obtain a dispersion relation by means of a WKB

approximation.
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For the remainder of the Chapter, expressions in the form of (4.1.8) will be

written as a^s[E+] where we are taking a^s to be a differential operator acing on E+.
We start by calculating the differential equation. From (4.1.10) we have

- 1 f (\ 9 ~ _nr»2 r c°2_resrT.E- =—J J-U- jP. E+ -<JL ^"E+-^-aL [E+] I . (4.2.1)
2 + 14^

This expression and its second derivative can now be substituted in (4.1.11), itself

differentiated twice. The resulting equation simplifies considerably if we note that Pa«l
and therefore, by analogy with Chapter 2, we can neglect terms of 0(Pa) and of 0(pa)
except where the latter occurs in the highest derivative of E+. The final result is

54 c* Piv_l^W d^_
55 co2 a + ^ po)2 [ dx2

Leo2

LZE+ +TE^J

«>2 _NR , P2 i.(7C p , . P4 d3 (ryr ,A
C2 po)2 r + 2 dx (ZE+ } + 4 dx2 (ZE+> + 8 ±^7E+ }j

-^or+a^E+"-CorfE+=0. (4.2.2)
For ease of analysis it is convenient to write the above equation in the form

AE+ + BE+"' + CE+" +DE+' +FE+ = 0 , (4.2.3)

where

A =~55^ +^|( ^Tz + "rRPT4

B =

pco
4rrz' + aNRR p~z\ (4.2.5)

2 C024- R 8
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3E°>pb f c2p
poo2 ( CO2"
Lwnh rpb r C2p2,
poo2 | (O2 4

Loo2
v"\ C2P^, Mp4J 1/NR NRxC2 pbJ C2 NR3p2JC-

„m2 ,,24Z WR 82 f 2f R 1.+ —^Z + Or -j-Z (4.2.6)oo2 poo2 I 2oo2

Loo2
D-J ^Z- + aT "TZ" j+— | ^Z' + oT P2Z'| (4.2.7)

F =« +5(^Z" + °rtZ+^}- <4'2'8>
Alternatively we make a WKB approximation in (4.1.10) and (4.1.11) to obtain

the two equations

Loo2
~^ E+ + E+ "S("2 + &•) "4 E-+^K45 = 0 (4-2'9)

Loo2

-^4+ fo) "1E++<E- -^+ &•) 'I =0 • <4-2- io>

where

K[es = {z + ^<ikZ'-k2Z) + ^<Z"+2ikZ'- k2Z)|E+
+^<ikZ"-3k2Z"-3ik3Z'+k4Z)E+

KRL = - j^j-{Z"+2ikZ'- k2Z)-f-™(ikZ",-3k2Z"-3ik3Z'+k4Z)

Taking the determinant of (4.2.9) and (4.2.10), and again ignoring terms 0(|3a), except
4

where they occur in the coefficient of n± gives us
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Lorb
|| ^Pak4 +^ { k2Z + ^ik3Z' - k4Z)}35 co4 a 2co2 pco2

L«pb
4(«*)^ -<« - <R tz+f<ikz' - *2z>

+ X<Z"+ 2ikZ'-k2Z) +^(ikZ'"-3k2Z"-3ik3Z' + Zk4)} = 0. (4.2.11)

which, for ease of analysis, may be written in the form

Ak4 + Bk3 + Ck2 + Dk + F = 0 , (4.2.12)

where

Leo , ,

* 54c4R I P f C2P2^ , nNR p4^,A—
35 ^4"Z + c« "8" (4.2.13)

B = -

pco2 1 co24 R 8
(4.2.14)

Lc°Pb r 2
n _ C2 „ , _NR

^ 1 r\ R

pco2 1 2co2
+ 3-^z-L 4 8 (4.2.15)

CO2

(4.2.16)

Leo b r

f=0^0nr+_L0>«{z + P1z»[.
pcoz

(4.2.17)

Comparing (4.2.2) and (4.2.11) we see that the differential equation is similar

to the dispersion relation except that for in the latter, Z is to the left of the differential

operators. The reason for this lies in the inhomogeneity of the plasma, manifesting
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itself in the x dependence of Z. In deriving the original two coupled differential

equations there is no ambiguity as to which derivatives are represented by k and k'. We

note, however, that if we go from (4.2.2) to a dispersion relation, a term of the form

-T^(ZE) = ZE" + 2Z'E' + Z"E, (4.2.18)dx^

would have a WKB approximation of -Zk2 + 2ikZ' + Z" rather than the equivalent

term from (4.2.11) of -Zk2, ie k is acting only on E rather than on E and Z as in

(4.2.18). This example suggests that we should find that the differential and dispersion

equations agree asymptotically; the differences only becoming apparent as the

derivatives of the plasma dispersion function become significant. A comparison of the

coefficients of Z in (4.2.3) and (4.2.12) clearly show that this is indeed the case.

Examining 'A' in both equations, we see that we will have the same problem as

in Chapter 2; at some point in the solution domain A will be equal to zero. The resulting

resonance is again due to the expansion procedure rather than to an actual physical

effect.

Returning to equation (2.1.9) and rewriting it as an equation in k rather than n±,

the coefficients are

54 c4 3L c2 c2 2 _/-xa = ~ 35 Pa +rrr2-^—p:2z[-^ co4 16p c^oo2 l^p

28p 4 {p
LC0Dbp L r2c2

Noting that = r , it is easily verified that (2.1.9) and (4.2.12) agree
pco2 pr2c4

asymptotically. It is therefore a simple matter to eliminate the spurious mode as before,

obtaining
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V

V Z .

4 \

/

(4.2.19)

§ 4.3 Comparison with Earlier Work

As an algebraic check it is useful to compare the above results with the corresponding

equations derived by Lashmore-Davies and Dendy. It should be emphasised that

Lashmore-Davies and Dendy examined the dispersion relation rather than the

differential equation, hence the relevant equations for comparison here are (4.2.9) and

(4.2.10). To simplify the algebra, we use c.g.s. units in this section.

If we consider equations (92) and (94) of their paper, we see that for the

geometry considered,

5E = -Vx &}>, hence k^5(|) = ikx8Ex

and V x 8E = - — ——, hence — 5B7 = kx8Ev .c c 1 x y

If we now expand the expressions for G! and G2 (equations (93) and (95)) to O(kp)

we obtain

- 5EX + ffx + Z(C) + ikxp(l+C z)} (5EX + i5Ey ) = 0ci(r? -1) ^r1) 2PricI

G1=-kx{Z(0 + ikx p(l+C Z)}

G2 = 2ikx C(l+C Z) - 2kjp C2(l+C Z) + kjp C z - k^p (1+C Z) ,

where C, = -x/p, the argument of the plasma dispersion function.

Therefore, rewriting (92) and (94) we have the two equations

(4.3.1)
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c2k2 ~ ~ ic25E c2ri8Ex Lr2c2 f

~Ti5Ey " y +172^ + vHt + "2C(1+C Z)CO2 cA(rj -1) cA(rj — 1) 2prjCA

ikxp [-2C2(1+C Z) + C Z - (1+C Z)] } (5EX + i5Ey ) = 0. (4.3.2)

For comparison we now return to the expressions for and . We write

Z' = -(1+£Z)
P

Z" = J-{4C(1+CZ)-2Z}
P2

z"'= -~ { -8£2(1+ £ z) + 8 + 12^ z} ,

P3

where the prime notes the derivative with respect to x. Neglecting terns of order k2p2

we find

Kl6S = {§ + C0+ C z) + ikp [C2(i+ C z) + (i+ C z) - ^]} e+

krlS= (| -C(l+CZ) + ikp[-C2(l+CZ) +^]} E+.

We can now substitute these expressions into (4.2.9) and (4.2.10) and convert

to Cartesian coordinates by adding and subtracting the two equations. The second

harmonic thermal correction, (3a, is neglected since Lashmore-Davies and Dendy do not

include this in their analysis; we have also neglected the non-resonant contribution

proportional to r2, since we are considering a small minority/majority density ratio. So,

adding the equations gives us

18 c2 24 c2 3Lr9c2 r i

2Ex--f%Ex-T^iE + 2~(Ex + iEy ) {z+ikp(l+CZ) } = 0, (4.3.3)
ca ca 4Pca

and on subtracting we obtain
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2c2k2.r 24 I^c2 , 31-r2c2 rlEy + 2lEy - ^ 2 X 7 2 y 2~y ^ *■ ~ C Z)to2 ' d ' c: 4pcj

ikxp [-2£2(1+C Z) + C Z - (1+C Z)] } = 0 . (4.3.4)

It can be seen that (4.3.3) and (4.3.4) are the specific cases of (4.3.1) and

(4.3.2) when rj = 4/3. Hence we can conclude that these equations will reproduce the

expressions found by Lashmore-Davies and Dendy for the optical depth and

transmission coefficient.

§ 4.4 Power Flow

The flow of energy in a plasma is a balance between the Poynting , or electromagnetic,

energy flux, the kinetic flux, which represents the energy carried by the particles

themselves, and the power dissipated.

If we assume harmonic time dependence, then Maxwell's equations can be

written

V x E = icoB V x E* = - icoB*

V x B = p0(J - icoe0E) V x B* = p0(J* + iG>e0E*) ,

and the divergence of the complex Poynting vector is given by

V.
(E x B*)

Ho

1 ^ (V x B *)
=— B*.V xE - E.
Ho I Ho J

=—B*.B - E.J* - icoE*.E .

Ho

Since the time average over a cycle of the real Poynting vector is given by

s4^xBn

it follows that
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V.S = -^R ( E.J* ) ,

and if we define

Q = fR (E.J* ) = P(x) + V.T(x)

our conservation law may be written in the form V.(S + T) = -P, where S is the

electromagnetic energy flux, T is the kinetic flux and P represents the loss term.

Let us now rewrite the expressions for and in the form

2
LCO . n ri

^ ZE+ +^E <ZE+' >+ 4" S <Z1!+>

+ %■ [£<Z"E+-)+ 2^<Z-E+-T +£ <ZE+"")])8 ldxv "dx dx

^Wpb n2 J i

= 4"[E(ZE+')+

T ts®"E+1+ 2^<Z'E+") + gj (ZE+"')]}.
If we neglect terms of 0(pa), then we can write the differential equations (4.1.10) and

(4.1.11) in the form

£ (AE'") +± (BE") + £ (CE') +£ (DE) + FE = 0 , (4.4.1)dx dx dx

where

Leo;
2 f o4
Pb

A =■

poo2

-Z 0

K y 0
V 8 ^ u y

C = C, + Co =

2co2

Loo; /" D4

B
pb

poo2

A
Tz' 0
—Z' 0V4Z V

1 -1

-1 1

x Lor,\ pb
+

/ pcoz

f p4 3p2 AVZ"+^x-z o8 4

"P4 P2-TL-7". £-_7 0
V 8 ^ 4 7
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Leo, f o2
pb

D =

pop

PzYL-T7' \
HZ' 0
-P2-t—7' n

V 4 z u y

F — F j + F2 =

( 0 ^ L(0pbrZ 0
0 of

+ ■

pee2 (0 0

If we now take the product of (4.4.1) with E* and subtract the complex

conjugate of (4.4.1) times E, we find

Im {£ (E*AE'") + ^ (E*BE") +£ (E*CE') +£ (E*DE)dx dx

-( E*'AE'"+ E*'BE" + E*'DE) } - IE'l2Im(C2) - IEI2Im(F2) = 0. (4.4.2)

Returning to the expression for the electromagnetic (em) flux we note that

em flux = SR V.(E * x H )

35 E (Ey*",).
1

but from Maxwell's equations, Hz = E', hence
icopo

em flux = -—Im 4~ (E* Ev').
cop0 dx Y ^

-1
If we convert this expression to rotating coordinates, using Ey = ~ (E+ - E.), we find

that

1 -1 \f E+'
em 1) ( E/ )l •

We can therefore identify the electromagnetic flux with Cj. The other divergence terms

in (4.4.3) represent the kinetic flux and the remaining terms, the power loss.

Recalling the condition kp « 1, it can be seen that the dominant power loss term

appears in F2 and that, as expected, this is close to zero far from the resonance,
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peaking at the minority cyclotron frequency when x = 0 and the imaginary part of Z is

at its maximum.

§ 4.5 Results and Discussion

When solving a differential equation it is often helpful to first of all calculate its

characteristics. These are obtained by looking for solutions of the form exp(ikx).

Substituting E = exp(ikx) into (4.2.3) leads to a quartic (the characteristic equation); the

solutions for k being known as the characteristics.

The dispersion relation and the characteristics of the differential equation are

easily solved using a routine from the Numerical Algorithms (NAG) Library to find the

roots of a polynomial. The plasma dispersion relation is calculated using the standard

routine frdcnt.f. All the results quoted in this Section are calculated using the

parameters L=3.1m, B=3.4 T and na=5xl019nr3.

Figures 4.1 and 4.2 show the real and imaginary solutions of the dispersion

relation for T = 10 KeV and r2 = .1. The fast wave has an asymptotic value of

Re(kJ_)«30m-1. The Bernstein wave is clearly seen to propagate on the high field side

and to be evanescent on the low field side (high Im(k±)).

Figures 4.3 and 4.4 show the real and imaginary characteristics of the

differential equation for the same parameters as above. The solutions match

asymptotically to those of the disperesion relation, but reach much higher values of k±

near the minority fundamental, violating the condition kp < 1, since for T = lOKeV,

p=3xl03m. We find that even if we choose a lower temperature, the problem remains,

since in this case we obtain even higher values of kx near the minority fundamental.

The differential equation is solved using a routine from the Numerical

Algorithms (NAG) Library. The routine is based on a relaxation technique, the user

supplying an initial mesh and absolute error tolerance.

The boundary conditions are calculated by deciding physically which waves are

present at the end points. For high field incidence, for example, we will only have the

transmitted fast wave at the low field boundary. We calculate the wave number, kTF,
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from the WKB characteristics of the equation and hence derive two boundary

Figures 4.5 and 4.6 show the real and imaginary parts of E+ respectively. As

expected, we have a single fast wave propagating with constant magnitude on the low

field side, and the short wavelength Bernstein wave superimposed on the incident fast

wave on the high field side. In Figure 4.7 we have split the wave into its independent

solutions on the high field side in the asymptotic region by solving the equation

where kj, k2, k3, k4 represent the forward and backwards propagating fast wave and

forward and backwards propagating Bernstein wave respectively and A, B, C and D

represent their amplitudes. The graph shows the incident fast wave, the Bernstein wave

and the zero amplitude reflected fast wave.

There are a number of ways of checking the accuracy of the solutions.

Knowing the WKB solutions at each point in the domain enables us to check, for

example, that E'(x) = ikTF (x) E(x) on the low field side for high field incidence. We

can also calculate Ey* Ey' which represents the electromagnetic energy in the wave; this
should be constant in the asymptotic region for the fast wave.

Figure 4.8 shows the electromagnetic energy for the independent solutions and

the problem in the calculations becomes apparent. The equation was solved twice,

varying the low field boundary condition from -0.2 to -0.25m. Although the solution

both demonstrate the correct WKB solutions and the correct energy behaviour,

choosing a different boundary condition significantly alters the magnitude of the energy

which is transmitted. Similar calculations were carried out for other parameters, all with

the same result - that altering the boundary value altered the transmisson coefficient

2
conditions; E'= ikTF E , E"= - k^ E.

fE+ \
E+'
E+"

( 1 1 1 1 A
ikj ik2 ik3 ik4 / A exp(ikjx) \
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This result is clearly unphysical, and since the solutions in the asymptotic

regions show the correct physical behaviour, it seems likely that the error is occuring in

the cental region, where there are rapid changes in the gradient. There are a number of

ways in which the accuracy of the integration routine can be tested; decreasing the value

of the user supplied error tolerance and decreasing the spacing of the initial mesh

should leave the solution unchanged. This was found to be the case.

The NAG routine used does seem to the most suitable 'black box' routine

which is available for solving this type of equation, although it may be possible to write

a code which copes with the central region in a better way. It is by no means certain that

this is the best way forward however. The problems which arise are a direct

consequence of circumstances (kp > 1) which may in any case invalidate the equation.

We have therefore put more effort into deriving an equation which is valid for all values

of kp; numerical work by Sauter et al (1990) on a similar equation suggest that this may

be a more productive way in which to progress.

We also make a comment with reference to Chapter 6, in which we give a

relatively straightforward way of calculating the transmission and reflection coefficient

for arbitrary kp. The extra information we might have been able to extract from the

fourth order equation here is how much energy is mode converted. We note, however,

that in the asymptotic region, the Bernstein wave has kp > 1, so the results are not

guaranteed to be accurate.
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B : Propagation across the Second Harmonic

§ 4.6 Calculation of the Resonant Tensor Elements

For a wave at the second harmonic, C7^es is given by (3.3.1) but in this case, the
resonance occurs when n = -1 and

co - 2Q =—2^,^ - —^-sin0^
giving us

2
~co L ( •*

= JL-j , v3 pA dv±dlI d9J.,(-b,)exp{-ib>Sine + ie}L ± Piv2>
x ^

Qq

Rewriting the x dependence and performing the d0 and du integrations as before gives

us

-icOpjL. 2

o[es = —7 ! V3±exp {^} J.j(-bx) j.1(-bx-b1)dv±
coQ07t3/2v; ^ v^

i 2L
H - (k2 + k'2) ^ Ij + k-^- ri}exp{-(k2+k'2)^} , (4.6.1)

2coQ,

where we have made the same variable change as in (3.3.9).
res

The calculation for Or proceeds in a similar manner and, as might be
intuitively reasoned from the form of previous results, gives

• 2 T
lCO L, , ,

p' f P2 . kk'p2 ,, 1 I ,P<s=—{'3 • <k2 + k'2) t '3+ 2 ' (4A2)

In calculating C5^s we obtain
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-ia&L
afes =

r"V

coQ0JC3/2vt
4 •> '1

v exp {—} J3(b') Jj(b)dv_L.

To perform the integration we need to rewrite ^(-bO as

J3(b') =p (~Ji'(bO + p Jj(b')) - Ji(b') .

The final result is

(Iares=
LR

ioo2L
pi |

coU
I

0

+ (k2+k.2) el+ _L.1 ,-rjc.kk^F + expj - (k2+k'2)^-|. (4.6.3)

g£^S and g£s are symmetrical in k and k', hence we can write

GreS=
RL

ICO2L
pi f (\ o:——hi ± + (k2+k'2) ^

®Qol \2 8 k2p2
1 k |exp{-(k2+k'2)^-}.(4.6.4)

§ 4.7 Derivation of Two Coupled Differential Equations

Following the method of Section 4.1 we substitute the tensor elements into the

dispersion relation;

nl(4+ lp) E+ ~T E++ki E+<k') arLes dk'+n!(|/, J(k P
6

E_ = 0
V /

(4.7.1)

-1)E++1 E+<k'> °S.S& - ni(s+ ft)E-+^E- =0 • <4-7-2'

Once again we note that G^es and g[^s will not give a contribution to OCk^p2). The
expansions ofG^s and G^s are

ico2L
(4.7.3)
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res pi | k3k'p4 1 j-(k-k')2p2 M •? n
* 'J- (iJA)

As a short cut to obtaining the final result we note that a term of the form knk'm, will,

when the variable transformation has been made, give a term of the form

(_i)m+n (ZE^11^), where denotes the mth derivavtive of E+.
dxn + +

We can therefore write

p4 d3<es =^1 -t s<ZE+'>" fe <4-7-5'
co2L ,

pi ( p4 d3
(4-76)

and the differential equations are

(dIl

I (3 - 30) E+" "T E+ +^ { "T i^E+ -) - g ^<ZE+-)JA

-2 f\ p \c_
CO2

E." = 0 (4.7.7)

~£(? + *h"+^k{ « S<ZE+0} +^ + =0.(4.7.8)

§ 4.8 Derivation of a Fourth Order Differential Equation and the

Dispersion Relation

In order to obtain the fourth order equation, we use the same method as in Section 4.2,

we obtain an expression for E_" from (4.7.7) and substitute for E_" and E_1V in

(4.7.8) differentiated twice. The final result can be written in the form
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AE^ + BE+'" + CE+" +DE+' +FE+ = 0 , (4.8.1)

where

A 13 c4 Lc2 f c2 c2 p4 1A = vt 7 P H r 1 —p2Z + —t -pr Z i24 o)4 16pc* W d12 '

lfipc*1^ c*12 '

r 3Lc2 f C2 "-,<^7") , c2 c2 L c4 P2lSpc*1^ ci12 ' 3c>2 p 12ca 2

n_ Lc2 (c^ 2 C^p^_ ,1 L c4 p2 ,

16pcA co2 c212 ' Pl2c^2

*-4-34
To calculate the dispersion relation, we return to (4.7.1) and (4.7.2) and take

the determinant to obtain the equation

Ak4 + Bk3 + Ck2 + Dk + F = 0 ,

where (4.8.2)

A 13 c4 n Lc2 / c2 9r7 c2 p4 ^ \A = P +' ~y 1 rp Z + — Z r
(•) 16pcA £0 cj12 J

16pcA co2 cA

c=^4{^z+3?z-}_444p43CJ 2 16 0)2 3cJ
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We may check this result in the asymptotic region against (2.4.8). To do so, we

note that

which is seen to be in agreement with (4.8.1) and (4.8.2).

The difference in (4.8.1) and (4.8.2) is again due to the fact that in the

dispersion relation, Z is to the left of the differential operator.

§ 4.9 Comparison with Earlier Work

Returning to Lashmore-Davies and Dendy (1989) and equations (111) and (112), we

expand Gx and Gy to obtain

2
Hence, the coefficients when (2.4.8) is rewritten as an equation in k± , are

3c^co2

Gx = -i( 1 +CZ + ikp£(l + £Z))

G, = 12(1 + CZ) + ikp( _p(1 + CZ) + £p) .
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2
Rewriting and 4 5% as in Section 4.3 and retaining only terms to O(kp), (111)

and (112) become

1 " ~ ^ikp(l +CZ)K-Ex) =
3ca p8cA

l{_4_£i_L_ci z)l(iHy) (4.9.1)

k2c2
_ ^ + c2 L c2 f £Z

0)2 34 pgci ikp{^-C2(l +CZ)}|(iEy) =
\\ L~^2ikP - C2d + CZ)}l(-Ex). (4.9.2)

3ca p4cA - j

If we make a WKB approximation on (4.7.5) and (4.7.6), retaining terms to

O(kp) we find

to2L
o[eS = —1-—{ -^ ikZ - ^ ikZ"'L pcoQ0 14 32

res £°piL I P4
<=^l32ikZ'

We can now substitute these expressions into (4.7.1) and (4.7.2) and add these

equations to obtain

, „ .

c2 p f D2 2 1 c2-%E++—— -t-ik rii + ;Z)[E++^JE_ = O,c4 pcoQo I P J 3ca

which on rewriting E+ and E_ in cartesian coordinates reduces to (4.9.1).

Subtracting gives us

^E++4e+ + 4E -— E®2 CA 3c2 ~ 0)2 -
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co2L
4

^ , ^ik [-^(-8C2(1 + CZ) + 8 + 12CZ)] + ^ik ^<1 + CZ)}E+=OpcoQ0 I 10 p3 4 p

which, on rewriting as

co2L
2k2c2 4c2 2c2 pi , IZ
—f- iEy +^ Ex +^ iEy +—7TikP (-V + C2(1 + CZ)} )(EX + iE ) = 0(O2 3cA 3cA 2pcoQ0 z y

2is seen to be equivalent to (4.9.2), since c2/cA » 1. Hence we conclude that we will
recover the expression for absorption across the second harmonic

§ 4.10 Results and Discussion

The numerical results for the second harmonic follow in the same way as for the

minority fundamental. Figure 4.9 shows the real and imaginary parts of the dispersion

relation; as expected we see that the fast wave is mode converted to an ion-Bernstein

wave on the high field side of the second harmonic.

The solution of the differential equation suffers from the same problems as

described in Section 4.5; an example solution being shown in Figure 4.10. As before

we have opted to continue by deriving a full integro-differential equation.
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Figure 4.1 Real solutions of the dispersion relation
T = lOKeV, r2 = .1

Figure 4.2 Imaginary solutions of the dispersion relation
T = lOKeV, r2 = .1



Figure 4.3 Real Characteristics, T = lOKeV, r2 = .1

Im(kj_)

Figure 4.4 Imaginary Characteristics, T = lOKeV, r2 = .1



Figure 4.5 Real (E+), T = lOKeV, r2 - .1. High field incidence.

Im(E+)

Figure 4.6 Imaginary (E+), T = lOKeV, r2 = .1. High field incidence.



Rc(E+)

Figure 4.7 Independent solutions for Real (E+), T = lOKeV, r2 = .1.
High field incidence.

E.M.
energy

-0.3 -0.2 -0.1 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3

Figure 4.8 Electromagnetic Energy for independent solutions.,
T = lOKeV, r2 =.05 High field incidence.



Rc(k1)

Im(k±)

Figure 4 9 Real and imaginary solutions of the dispersion relation
near the second harmonic. T=2KeV, n=5xl019nr3, L=3.1m, B=3.4T.



Rc(E+)

Im(E+)

Figure 4.10 Real and imaginary solutions of E+
near the second harmonic. T=2KeV, n=5x!019m*3, L=3.1m, B=3.4T.



Chapter 5

Full Wave Equations For Arbitrary kp

In this Chapter we relax the small Larmor radius constraint, deriving two integro-

differential equations to describe the wave propagation. This case is of practical

importance since in current experiments on JET, for example, minority species can be

heated to high temperatures. In Section 5.1 we derive an expression for the
rpc

conductivity tensor element, <7^ , valid for all kp. The result is checked in Section 5.2
by assuming that the electric field varies over a scalelength much greater than the

Larmor radius, in which case we reproduce equation (3.3.10). In Section 5.3 we

demonstrate a 'short cut' for obtaining the rather complicated algebraic expressions for

the remaining tensor elements, before setting out the full integro-differential equations

in the remainder of the Chapter.

Throughout the next few sections, the E +/- subscripts have been omitted for

the sake of clarity. It will be clearly stated after each result which polarisation is

intended.

§5.1 Derivation of 0^es

If we return to equation (4.1.4), we see that it may be possible to describe the non-local

resonant response of the ion to the wave by an expression of the form
o° oo oo

,

Hl(x) = | dxTi(x')GL(x,x') = Jdk'E(k') J dx'GL(x,x')e , (5.1.1)
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where we need to identify the function GL(x,x'). Comparing (4.1.4), having made the

variable change k -» k+k', with (5.1.1), we conclude that

2

,L<,,',b ° ' k2P2l /J dx'GL(x,x')e^ x = Jdk expji(k+k')x - . r expj-k'(k+k'Hy
-oo CO2 -OO "• 4 J 1 L

{l0 - ((k + k')2 + k2) ^I0 + (k+k f/p2 r0} , (5.1.2)

(k+k')k'p2
where the argument of the Bessel functions is 2— •

The left hand side of (5.1.2) is the Fourier transform of GL with respect to x',

so we use the Fourier inversion theorem to find an expression for GL;

lLcopb , ~
.... 0 f k2o2l f 02

Gl(x,x') = JdkV1^ x Jdkexpji(k+k')x - . f expj-k'(k+k'>yCO2 271-- —i z

I0 - ((k + k')2 + k2) P~ I0 + (k+k * p2 r0J • (5.1.3)

Changing the order of integration gives us

2

lLCOpb 1 0 f k2o2l °° f o2
GL(x,x') = Jdk expjikx - , [ Jdk'exp{ik'(x-x')} expj-k'(k+k')-y-

CO2 27t-00 1 4 j -00 1 z-

|l0 - ((k + k-)2 + k2) ^ I0 + (k*k fp2 I-0} . (5.1.4)

We now make the following changes of variable

x-x

K=k'+|.
Hence

iLcopb , 0pb 1 f C k2D2l °° r 1

FL(x,C) = GL(x,x-x') = ——— Jdk exp ik(x-~) - —s~ f JdKexpfiK^}CO2 27t -00 1 ^ 0 1 -00

exp(^}{l0 - (2K2 + y) ^ 10 + (K2 - I'0} , (5.1.5)
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k2 p2where the argument of the Bessel functions is now (K2 - "4") 2 •

Instead of expanding the Bessel functions, we now proceed by utilising the

trigonometric integral representation.

n

I0(z) = - [ d0 ezcos0 (5.1.6)
71 0

71

I0'(z) = I1(z) = - Jd0 ezc°s0 sin20 , (5.1.7)
with the result that we can write

lLt°Pb 1 0 f r k2o2l °° f k2o21
Fl(x,Q =—t-— jdk exp|ik(x-2) - -g—} JdKexpjiK^ —y—fco2 2n2 -00 1 z 0 ' -00 1 z J

{ J d0 exp{(K2 - yO^cos©}- (2K2 + y)y J" d0 exp{(K2 - y)^cos0

+ (K2 - y)^(K2 - y)^J d0 exp{(K2 - y^cos©} sin20 } . (5.1.8)
In order to break the algebra down into manageable chunks, we first consider the term

F, =
1

Jdk exp{ik(x-§) - k-^} JdKexpjiKC -^}{ 1 - (2K2 +y)^ }
t <•

k2 p2

CO2 2n2

J d0 exp|(K2 - y)ycos0j . (5.1.9)

Changing the order of integration, this becomes

lL0)pb ir*0 f r k2o2
Fj(x,Q = — I d0 fdk expjik(x - w) - —n— (l+cos0)a\2 9tt2 ^ I ^ oco2 27t2 0

JdK elK£{ 1 -y (2K2 + y) } expj——y- (1—cos0)|. (5.1.10)
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The inner integral in this expression can be written as

{l -^-(-2-j^ + y) } JdKexpjiK^ K2P (1-cos9)| ,

which, on performing the dK integration, becomes

p2, „ d2 . k2N i \ 7i | |~r(-2— + -7T-) }• ; fixpj }
dc2 2 a/p2(1-cos0)/2 ^2p2(l-cos0)j{ 1 - 4 (~2 J <2 1 (5.1.11)

Returning to (5.1.10) we note that

0 \ I k2o2
Jdk exp|ik(x ~ j) ~ g~~ U+cos0)

V2 -V2(x-C/2)'
ip^/ l+cos0 p~\j l+cos0

(5.1.12)

Hence we can write

iLco,
p b

Fl<x,0= "^r^Jd0i{zexp|f(O)+?zi|e,<p|f(OI+Tilexp{f(O)!
n

p2 d2 p2 a2z

where Z = Z -V2(x-C/2)
= Z| I; arg = -

p"V l+cos0 ^ p"v/ 2(l+cos0)

and f(Q =
-C2

2p2(l-cos0)

We can now write the first part of the integral in (5.1.1) as

lLtopb -j,.7100 iHrfx)-—■Jdx'-^-
co2 Jt^p2 (J -oo sm0

{Zexp{f(x-x')}+yZ^yexp(f(x-x')}+^-|^exp{f(x-x')} }E(x'), (5.1.13)

where Z

Integrating the second term in Hj twice by parts, we have
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Jdx'Z
f - (x+x')

pV2(l+cos0)
32 f -(x-x')2 ]
3^2eXP l2p2<l-cose)|E<X } =

jdx'expj ]|(2p2(l-cos0)J
r,,^. 2E'Z' , EZ'"E Z+ + -

arg arg2J

and the final expression for H} simplifies to

L%t> *
Hi =

(027t3/2p2 J d9 sin0 Jd^exPff(C)){ZE+l-[ZE"+|^(ZE)]}, (5.1.14)

where E = E+(x - Q and Z = Z
f ~(2x—Q ^

p"y2(l+cos0)

We now return to (5.1.8) in order to calculate the remaining terms in the

expression for 0^. Proceeding as before by changing the order of integration, we
obtain

iLcopzb *
F2 =

co2 2TC2̂ J d0 sin20 Jdk exp|ik(x - l|) - g (l+cos0)

JdKeiKC{^(K4-^ + ^) } exp{-^(l-cos0)}. (5.1.15)
K2p2

The inner integral in this case is

4 V 2 16 Vp2(l-cose)/2 %2(l^oS0)J (5.1.16)

Rewriting the dk integral in (5.1.5) in terms of the plasma dispersion function and

including the dx' integration we obtain
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Kb 71
Ho =

co- ^Jd9idx'sine
x(z^xp{f(0} -^Z"^2exPtf(^)} +^4ZiVexP{f(0} }E(xO . (5.1.17)

We integrate the first term in the above equation four times by parts and the second term

twice by parts ie

oo

Jdx'Z"
' —(x+x') > 32

cxn
( -(x-x')2 ]

jW 2(1+COS0)^
0X-2 P] ,2p2(l-cos0)J

2E'Z'" EZ1
E Z + ——— +

arg arg2_
(5.1.18)

and

Jdx'Z
( -(x+x') ") 34

CXD -s
-(x-x')2 }

jW 2(l+cos0)^
3x'4 ] 2p2(l-cos0)J

-(x—x')2 )

EivZ+—Z'E'"+ -^Z"E"+ -^rZ'"E'+ ——rZivE
arg arg2 arg3 arg4

(5.1.19)

On substituting (5.1.18) and (5.1.19) into (5.1.16) we find that the expression for H2

simplifies to

H,=-
Kh „ nPbp4

T jM **1* exp(f(0)H<ZE-). (5.1.20)
Hence, we conclude that for arbitrary kp, the expression for <7^eS is
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LcOpb K 00
<CS y de K exp(f(OI {ZE4 [ ZE"+|i(ZE,]}

4 71 00
+ ^ J de sine J dC exp{f(C)}|^(ZE")} , (5.1.21)
2x—£

where the argument of Z is — and E = E+(x-Q.

Once again we can include finite kz simply by multiplying the plasma dispersion

function argument by a factor (1+ l^L2)-1^2 as detailed in Chapter 4.

§ 5.2 Reduction to Differential Form for Small kp

In order to compare the result in Section 5.1 with earlier work, we consider the case

when E varies over a length scale a lot greater than the Larmor radius. Examining

(5.1.21) we note that the exponential is small except when £/p < 1; we therefore take

£« x and make a Taylor expansion of E(x-Q viz

E(x-C) = E(x) - CE'(x) + ^E"(x) --^E"'(x) + ^Eiv(x)... (5.2.1)

On substituting this expression into the first term of (5.1.21), let us consider the

integral

1= JdCexp{f(0}Z[E(x)-CE'(x)+^E"(x)--fE"'(x)+^Eiv(x)... ]
-OO '

= I0 + Ii + I2 + I3 + I4 ...

The second term in the integral is

OO

I1= JdCexp{f(Q}(-CE'(x)Z),
-OO

which, on integrating by parts, gives
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Z 'E'
Ij = p2(l - cos0) J d£ exp{f(C)}.

-oo

Likewise, integrating the next few terms to order p4, we find

OO oo

2 ^ p / / x
I2 = "2~^1 ~ cosG) JdCexp{f(C)}ZE"+^-(l-Cos0)2 |d£ exp{f(Q}~~2~ +.arg

p4 f 3E"'Z'
I3 =-g<1 -cos0)2 JdCexp{f(Q} — + ...

I4 = 55(1 - cos0)2 J d£ exp{f(C)}3EIVZ + ....
-OO

Once again, noting that 7^7- = the final expression for I simplifies and we can writearg

OO

1= JdCexp{f(C)}[ZE+^l-cos0)J-(ZE-)+^(l - cos0)2|^<ZE")...] . (5.2.2)

Returning now to (5.1.14) we replace J d£ exp{f(£)}Z^m)E^ with the above
-OO

expression or with appropriate derivatives thereof.

Using the identity

f -(2x-Q 0
p"\j 2(l+cos0)

= ip"V2(l+cos0) jdk exp{ik(2x — C) — ^ i* (l+cos0)f,

we find that

Hj =
CO'
———ip J d0 V 2(l+cos0) r +)27t3/2p2Fd sin0 -I V S S

{ /dkexp|2ikx-^^-(l-t-cos0)|E

+^-( 1—cos0)^[ jdk exp^ikx-^J3 (1 +cos0)|E']
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+ ^(1 - cosG)2^^ |dkexp|2ikx-^y-(l+cos0)|E"]
+ 4~( Jdkexp|2ikx-^^-(l+cos0)|E"

-oo '

+^-( l-cos0)^[ jdkexp^ikx-^^3 (1 +cos0)|e "'])

+^- (^2 [ jdkexp|2ikx-^-(l+cos0)|E

+^-(l-cos0)^[ }dkexp|2ikx—^^-(1+cos0)|e']]) }
Noting that

oo

Jd£ exp{-ikC +f(Q} = P V2(1 -cos0) exp { k P ^ cos9)j ?

we can write the dk integral as

0
1

jdkexp { 2ikx-k2p2 } =—Zl—\ ,
-oo 2ip ^ p

and the above expression for H} simplifies to

11

H, =
C027tp2 Jdd (zE+^(l-cos0)^(ZE') + y(l-cos0)2|^(ZE")
+ ^(ZE" +^<l-cos0)^(ZE'") +|^[ZE +^(l-cos0)^(ZE')]) } ,

where Z = Z(—) and E = E+(x)
P

The d0 integration is easily performed, giving

LC°pb f p2 d p4 3 d2
»i= ~T^ IZE+r& (ZEO +1(ZE")
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+ IT (ZE" + 2 I<ZE'">+^ fZE +TS <ZE')01 •

Treating H2 in a similar manner, we find

2

LC°pb p4 ? d2Jde ^e^(ZE-o
LCOnb „p p4 d2

— (ZE") ,

to

with the result that

Leo?

2p2 8 dx2

res r P d p4 d2 P
<V = 1 ZE +V -f-(ZE') +V f^(ZE ") +V ZE'L to2p 2 dx 4 dx2V y 4

p4 d /ryx? '"\ P2 d2 ,™, p4 d3
+t s<ZE'">+7h (ze) + 8 h <ZE'>1•• <5-2-3>

If we now compare this with (4.1.8):

°"S = -^r|ZE + T S <ZE'> + T (ZE) + T ^5 <ZE'>i •

Leo2, rp ' p2 d p2 d2 p4 d3

we find that the two expressions agree to order kp; (5.2.3) includes three extra terms

which were neglected in the small kp approximations used in Chapter 4. A similar
res

agreement is found for .

§ 5.3 A Short Cut for Obtaining the Dielectric Tensor Elements in

Integral Form

Expressions like (5.1.21) can be time-consuming to derive and are prone to algebraic

errors. The fact that the final form is more compact than the working in the middle of

the derivation suggests that there is possibly a quicker route to the answer. We present
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here a non-rigorous 'short-cut' which enables us to write down the final form more or

less immediately from knowing the kernal.

If we expand (4.1.4) to include terms to order p4, we find

f 2]
jE+(k')dk' j expj-tk-k'^jeikx

r k2kV k2p2 k'2p2 k2k'2p4lf , kk'p2 k2k'2p4!{ 1 16 4 4 ~ + 8~ -• 4 2~ + 8^ cIk • (5.3.1)

Examining the second bracket first of all, we note that with the variable change

k—>k+k' and after rewriting the integral as before, the second bracket is equivalent to

Noting the similarities between this equation and the Taylor expansion in (5.2.2), we

ascertain that the expansion of exp(-kk'p2/2} is equivalent to using the Taylor

expansion of E(x-Q in our checking procedure, hence we can neglect this exponential

factor in our attempt to write down the final form of the dielectric tensor by inspection.

Alternatively, we could argue that the exponential exp{-k'(k+k')p2/2}in (5.1.3) is

incorporated into the plasma dispersion function and the factor f(Q in the final integral

form - it has not been expanded and transformed to a differential operator, as was the

case in Chapter 4.

The final form of the integral comes from examining the trigonometric form of

the modified Bessel functions, bearing in mind two results which emerge from the

working in Section 5.1. First of all we note the appearance of the factor l/sin0 which

comes from performing the dk and dK integrals. Secondly, with reference to Chapter

4, we note that if we take the argument of the modified Bessel function to be kk'p2/2,
3m

then a term knk'm transforms to r— (ZEbO), where the argument of the plasma
dxm

dispersion function is as given in (5.1.4). This latter result is not proved rigorously and

(5.3.2)
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is slightly obscured by the changes of variable and more complicated argument of the

plasma dispersion function. It can be seen to be a valid step, however, by noting that

It , i.ox P2 r . kk'p2 t/ | 1 p2 t o 1k2k'2p4|Iq - (k + k ) 4 Io + 2 I oj ~ 1 ~ 4 + k )+ 4 »

where we have approximated the Bessel functions by the first term in their Taylor

expansion. Using the transformation given above will reproduce (5.1.21).

We also comment on the apparent discrepancy in the number of terms in

(5.1.21) and (5.2.3). This is merely a result of the different representations of the

Bessel functions that are used. For example, the integral representation of I0 contains

no terms explicitly of the form z1, resulting in a final contribution of 'ZE'. In the small

kp approximation, however, we used I0(z) = l+z2/4, which lead to a contribution of
p2 d'

^ "
4 dx ^^ )'' informati°n at>°ut these 'extra' terms is contained in the term

exp{zcos0) in the integral form and is incorporated into the final result in the course of

the calculations.

Summarising the short cut then; in order to write down the final form

immediately, we start by taking the expressions

I„ - (k'2 + k2) ^ I0 + r0),
etc derived in Chapter 3. We then look at the trigonometric form of the modified Bessel

functions, include the appropriate factor of sinm9, and when factors such as (k'2 + k2)

have been taken into account, we replace knk'm by (ZE<n)) where Z and E are

defined in (5.1.21). Finally, we preceed the expression by the integral

Leo2. ft 00
pb

2 3/2 2 J de "T~ J dC exp{f(Q) .co27i3/2p2 o sinG-ci

res
So, moving on to calculate Orl , we recall that
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res f n2 kk'o2 k' i r o2 ~»

aRL (k2 + k'2)-^-I0-I0'(^—--^)}exp{-(k2 + k'2)-^- }.

Using (5.1.6) and (5.1.7) we can immediately write

LcOpb 7t oo
={ J de ie-ldC exp,f<0) ( T t-ZE" "I^ZE)] )

7t oo

+ Jd0 sine jdC exp{f(0){-^|^(ZE")+YZE"}- (5-3.4)
where E = E+(x-£). Similarly,

°SS=-^{ (y + k^^Io-VC^-pjlexpf-fka + k'Z)^} .

Hence, in integral form,

LrOpb K oo
°SS = a v> ■> 1 i d0 1exP (f(0) { X [-ZE- - |^<ZE)] }^ co27t3/2p2 (j sinG-i 4 dx2

71 oo

+ Jdesine JdCexp{f(C)}{-^-||(ZE")+^-|^(ZE)}, (5.3.5)
where E = E_(x-Q. Finally,

2

aRS=^-{'2 ■ (k2 + k'2> 1^2 + kj^I'2}exp{-(k2 + k'2)^ }.
The integral representations of the relevant Bessel functions are

7t
2

I2(Z) =— J de ezcos0 sin46
371 0
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K K

1 f Z f ,A _7PAcA _• 0/\

I2'(z) = ^ { - f d0 ezcos0 sin20 +— f d0 ezcos0 sin60 )W 15JC o

Hence

Leo2 n

<S=^^Vdesin3eid^xP'f(«l tfe (I^ZE^^ZE-))}
7t CJO

+ J d0 sin0 J exp{f(0)^-^<ZE")
71 OO

+Jd0 sin50 JdC exp{f(Q}^Q|^(ZEiv)} , (5.3.6)

where E = E_(x-£).

Substituting these results into the Fourier transformed dispersion relation

(4.1.1) we are left with two coupled integro-differential equations :

e++^(-I +

+

LGA 71 oo
pb - ' 1 - - a2

7t3/2p2C02
{ J d0^ JdC exp{f(C)} {ZE+ + £-[ ZE+"+J^(ZE+)]}

7t OO

+ Jd0 sin0 JdC exp{f(C)}|^(ZE4.")}
LcOpb 71 oo 2

{J d6Sil* eXPlf(0) { S"

+

71 oo

P4 02 P2 02Jd0sin0 JdCexp{f(O){-^|^(ZE_")+y|^(ZE)_}=0 (5.3.7)
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SlJ I i _9_r p" , ^.NR c <P- (\ _9_R \^(~2 + 14 aJ -j. R * ^2 + 70^aJ -

LcOpb 71 00
+^i{idS ^idC «p(f<0){ ^[-ZE+"-g(ZE+,]}

7t oo

+ Jd0 sin0 jdCexp{f(C)}{-^|^ZE+")+^-ZE+-'}
Lojpb K 00 4

w^{idesin3eidCexp(f(0lteZE-'')^)(^<ZE-iV)+^(ZE-''))}
K oo 71 OO

+J"d0sin0 JdCexp{f(0)Y^(ZE_")+ J"d0sin50 Jd£exp{f(0}^J^(ZE_,v) } =0.
(5.3.8)

§ 5.4 Calculations for the Second Harmonic

The results for the incident wave crossing the second harmonic follow in a similar

manner. The higher order of the Bessel functions, however, necessarily produces more

fearsome integrals.

From (4.6.1) we have

I 2
"

{'l - (k2 + k'2) T>1 +k^I'1}exp{-(k2 + k'2)^} . (5.4.1)2Q0cop 1 z- j h

Noting that

7t 7t

Ij'(z) = \ [j- Jd0 ezcos0 sin40 + - J d0 ezcose } ,

with Ij as given in (5.1.7) we obtain
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71 oo

2 4

K oo 71 oo

-Jd0 sin39 JdCexp{f(O}^|^(ZE'")-Jd0-^ JdC exp{f(Q}*£ J^ZE')},(5.4.2)
where E = E+(x-Q

From (4.6.2) we have

I3 - (k2 + k'2) ^rl3 + k-M-r3}exp{-(k2 + k'2)^- } . (5.4.3)
iLco?, ,

res pb f
Or =

2Q0O)p

71
73

Now, I3(z) = —— J d0 ezcos0 sin60
15710

7C 7C

I3'(z) = i {— f d0 ezcos0 sin40 + -5— J d0 ezcos0 sin80 }z 371 o 1057c o

Hence

^es=^^{idesin5eid?exp|f<c,1

7t oo 7^ °°
jo

-Jd0sin30 JdCexp{f(O}^|^(ZE'")+oJd0sin20 JdC exp{f(0)^o |^(ZEV)},
(5.4.4)

where E = E_(x—Q.

From (4.6.3) we have
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5 + (k2+k'2) T + i^i) • (F + kJ¥)
Therefore in integral form,

Lco^ 71 oopb ' ' p4, d3{JiesinS Jd;exp(f(C)) {^ZE-) +i(ZE-)}
71

-Jd0sin30 JdCexp{f(C)}|4|^<ZE0-^|^(ZE'")}, (5.4.5)

where E = E_(x-Q and we have noted by analogy with (4.8.6) that the terms with k or

k' in the denominator cancel, as do the^ (ZEO terms.
_res res

Finally, noting that G^ and G^ are symmetrical in k and k'we find that
2

LCOpb 71 oo
gJ?S= { [d0sin0 fdCexpi^Ojf^-C^ZEO+^ZE'")}^ 2COQ0K3/2P2 0J -I 8V dx" >>

K OO

— f d0sin30 JdCexp{f(C))^|^ZE'")-^|^<ZE'")}, (5.4.6)

where E = E+(x-Q .

Hence, referring to (4.7.1) and (4.7.2), the required integro-differential equations are

CA

LCO!; Jt

2tono^p2yd9sin9,Me''P'f«)'{JS<ZE+')-^(|(ZEt-")+g(ZE+0)}
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71 oo K

,P6 33j38 sin38 JdC exp{f«)}^ |^ZE+"> fd0-^ JdCcxp(f(C)}^"
LC0pb K oo

- Jdesin9idCcXp|f(0) (T<i<ZE->&=•'">>
71

-J desire Jd^exp{f(O}^|^(ZE.')-^|^(ZE/")}=0 (5.4.7)

A

LcOpb 71 oo ^

Jd0si„0 JdCexp,f(0) (|<|^ZE+-) + A(ZE+-0}
7t oo

-J d0sin30 J dCexp{f(C))^|^(ZE+'")-^|^(ZE+'")}
UOpb «

+ {Jd0sin50 Jd£exp{f(Q}
0 -co2coQ07i3/2p2

fn^ZE-''>i^ZE-''>#ZE-v>))
7t oo 71 oo

-Jd0sin30 JdCexp{f(O}^|^<ZE_'")+oJd0sin20 Jd^exp{f(Q}^^(ZE,*)} =0.
(5.4.8)

§ 5.5 Review of Alternative Forms of the Integral Equation

A number of other authors have derived integral equations similar to the ones above; most

notably Sauter and Vaclavik (1988), Sauter, Vaclavik and Skiff (1990) and Brambilla

(1991). These papers also include density and temperature gradients and in spite of this

additional complication to the algebra, Sauter and co-workers have achieved numerical
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solutions of the equations using a finite element technique, obtaining results which agree

well with experiments.

The constitutive relation derived by Brambilla (1991) leads to an identical wave

equation to the one derived by Sauter and Vaclavik (1988). We shall use his paper to

make a few comments on the similarities and differences between their equations and

ours.

Brambilla's contribution from each plasma species to Gxx can be written

°xx =— Jdx"
271 CO

0>J(X") CO

J dkx eikx(x-x") J dk'x e-ik'x(x'-x")

2n2 _ /bxb
n=-oo xJL,b^In — «PV

(b + b*21
Ro Z(U] •

Performing the dk' and dkx integrals, Brambilla obtains a contribution to the current

density of

L a^'"> r
(OxxE)(x) =— j dx" dx' I d0 exp-^

2tc co (J

(x-x')2 (l-cos9)|
4p2(x")sin20 J

exp
(x"- ^y~)2 (l+cos0) |

2p2(x")sin20

00

1
n=-oo

( n Z„sin n9Y_

up'
-E(x'). (5.5.1)

For purposes of comparison it is useful to calculate Gxx from the results in Section 5.1.

We find that

Gxx(x,x')=
^Wpb - 00 0

— Jdk'e"^ x Jdkexpji(k+k')x - } expj-k'(k+k')^-CO2 271-oo -oo l J z-

21 (4 >

After rewriting the Bessel functions and performing the integrations, the contribution to

the current density can be written as
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Lco^. rc 00J?" . 1 . yp

(axxE)(x)=——— J d0 —J dC exp{f(0) tf,CO 7C p (J sin0-<i ^
(5.5.2)

with f(Q and the argument of the plasma dispersion function as defined in Section 5.1.

The most obvious difference between (5.5.1) and (5.5.2) is that the former is

summed over n. This is merely a more general case of (5.5.2), where we have only

treated the resonant term in integral form, approximating the rest by the appropriate cold

plasma contribution.

We also note that different representations of the integral form of the Bessel

functions have been used in the two methods, Brambilla and Sauter et al using

rather than the forms given in the appendix which contain powers of the

argument. It is precisely these terms which become differential operators on the plasma

dispersion function and the electric field - hence in general, the two methods will produce

different looking equations.

We now show that the form used by Brambilla and Sauter et al can be obtained

using the method employed here. We consider the dielectric tensor element <JZZ and

perform the following calculations.

7t

We assume a Maxwellian distribution such that

,. n ,-v2 5f -2un f-v2
~3 exp{—j}; a^ =—exp{-y}.
vt vt vt vt

5f -2un
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We now take temperature and density to be functions of position and evaluate the

integral at the guiding centre of the motion. This is expressed mathematically by

employing the delta function and using the property that

oo

f(xg.c.) = I dx'T(x") 8(x"- xG C),
-co

where xG c represents the position of the guiding centre.

We now perform the dx integration to obtain

c\2 -\i2 . ntx"t ^ i
— J dx" | v± exp{-y} dv± du d0 u2 —; 8(x"- x'+ prsinG)

meoCt>-oo vt vt(x")

Jn(-bx) exp { (-bxsinG - n0) j
n=-oo

x

-n£2-K0+kzu

Noting that

,2 „-t2 -t2OO

f tz e~l~ t e
j —Tdt= J ~T

-oo t - -CO L(t - O2.
dt = -|zU).

we see that the du integral will give a contribution Z'(^n) where c,n is the argument

used by Brambilla.

If we now rewrite the delta function as

V± 1 °° V±
8(x"- x'+ Q-sin0) = ~ | dk'exp{ik'(x"- x'+ -^sin0)} ,

we have

a2 °° nfx'T °° vi , -v2
Ozz = ^ J dx" —^—— j dk'exp{ik'(x"- x'+ ^rsinG)} J v± exp{-y} dvjdu d0

meoto-oo v (x") -00 " v

fc 00

Y Z'(£„) I Jn(-bx)) exp {(-bxsinG - n0)}2
n=-oo
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If we now follow the procedure of Chapter 3 ie rewrite the exponential sin
functions as Bessel functions, make the variable change, perform the dvx integration

and Fourier transform, then we obtain the same result as Brambilla, viz

(O^EXx) =— J dx" dx' J d02k o

" ©;(x")
exr

CO

(x-x')2 (l-cos8)|
4p2(x")sin20 J

exp
(x"- ^n-)2 (1+COS0)

2p2(x")sin20
SnZ'n-

cos n0 A

sin07tp2
E(x') (5.5.3)
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Chapter 6

The Fast Wave Approximation

§ 6.1 Derivation of the Fast Wave Approximation

The numerical solution to the equations of Chapter 5 is obviously a complex problem

requiring a great deal of computer time. It is possible, however, to gain information

concerning transmission, reflection and absorption by means of the so-called 'fast wave

approximation'. This technique involves reducing the equations describing the wave

propagation to a second order differential equation which can be solved numerically

(Kay et al (1988), Lashmore-Davies et al (1988)).

The dispersion relation arising from (2.1.5) is

2 £11 ^22 " ei2 e2i
nj_ = , (6.1.1)en

where 8^ include thermal correction terms. We note that the denominator represents the
ion-Bernstein wave and that in the limit of a cold plasma, (6.1.1) represents the fast

wave. Lashmore-Davies et al (1988) showed that we can continue to use this equation

as the approximate fast wave solution, even in the case of a hot plasma simply by

substituting the cold plasma solution into the finite Larmor radius terms. The coupling

of the fast wave to the ion-Bernstein wave is now represented as a coupling to a

localised perturbation of the fast wave. The differential equation arising from (6.1.1)

has been shown to contain an appropriate representation of the physical effects of

coupling to the ion-Bernstein wave and absorption at the minority fundamental and to

match asymptotically to the fast wave propagation.
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In applying this technique to integro-differential equations, we treat the hot

plasma resonant terms as though driven by a field of the form E0 e^fx , where kf is the

fast wave number obtained from cold plasma theory. We choose the sign of kf to

portray the direction of propagation of the incident wave. Hence the non-local response

to the wave described in (5.1.1) is now represented by

,2iLco.
i 00 00 0 f , 2n2l

Hl(x) = - E0 jdx'eikfx' Jdk'e"ik'(x'-x) Jdkexp ikx--f- KL(k',k+k'),(6.1.2)0-7r . k H )CO2 2K

where

KL(k',k+k-) =exp{-k'(k+k')^||lo - ((k + k')2 + k2) ^ I0 + <k+k >k P2 rl)
and we have substituted for GL(x) from (5.1.3). The x' integral is

OO

Jdx'eix'(kf-k') = 27t5(kf-k'),

so we can perform the dk' integral to give

Hl(x) =
P

Eq eikfx Jdkexpjikx -
coz

KL(kf,k+kf). (6.1.3)

The essential feature of our approximation to the fast wave is to use (6.1.3),

with Eq e'kfx replaced by E(x) in the integral terms in the field equation. The numerical

details of the calculation of the integral are given in Section 6.2. We now manipulate the

dispersion relation in order to obtain a second order differential equation.

For rotating coordinates, we have

n
1
USi
"2 2

, NR , _res ,+ a L + O L [-E+ +, 2(\a-L 2 14
+ O

res

LR
I E. = 0

1

19p;
2 14

+ O
res

RL . E+ +, 1

1 9(3;
"2 70

. _nr _res
+ o R + O R E. = 0

(6.1.4)

(6.1.5)
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We now add (6.1.4) and (6.1.5) to obtain the equation

^^a r.2 _i_ R -res , _res—

nf + aL +Ol +0^ .E+ +

~27fta 2 nr _res
, _res

35 f R R LR
.E_ = 0, (6.1.6)

where nf represents the refractive index of the fast wave in the cold plasma limit.

Equation (6.1.6) is an algebraic relation between E+ and E_ which we now

rewrite in the form

108(3a „2 ^NR <-rres /xres —.res , -res
35~ nf + aL + <JR L LR R RL (E+ + EJ +

162(3a 2
, _nr _nr . -res -res -res . —res

f l " r l -°[it-0r rl I (E+ - E_) = 0 . (6.1.7)

If we rewrite (6.1.4) in a similar way:

•• / c , -c \ , 2 9(3a 2 ,1 res , —res , -NRX
2 ("E+ + E_) + J4 nf 28 nf 2 L LR L ^ - (E+ + E_)

9Pa 2 9(3
n c +

.2 , 1 .-res —res . _nrn
4 14 f 28 f 2 ^ l 0lr+c7l) L (E+ - E_) = 0, (6.1.8)

then we can substitute for (E++E_) from (6.1.7) into (6.1.8), obtaining the equation

n2 Ey +
fl 2(3 \

f
, —res, —res, nr

7~+°L LR L

/

/o,7Pf res res NR^
T"+°L ~^LR L

/ -nlR+C<S^S<S^S
A
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where Pf = (3 kjr c2 / co2 .

rpo t"P C t"P C
We now Fourier transform to obtain a differential equation. Ol , O^ , O R

res
and Oj^ transform to HL(x), HLR(x), HR(x) and HRL(x) respectively where HL(x) is
given in (6.1.3), and HR(x), HLR(x) and HRL(x) have similar forms, the expressions

for their kernels being found in Chapter 3. The final result is

d2 (02
^Ey + ^vWEy = 0' (6.!.9)

where

_nr 12Pf
V(x) = <K +Hl(x) - Hlr(x) + -j1

(C^R+Hl(x)+Hlr(x)+^)(G^+Hl(x)+Hrl(x)-Hlr(x)-C^R-Hr(x)^^)
_nr n r 108 Pfc£R + Hl(x) + Hrl(x) + Hlr(x) + O R + Hr(x) +

§ 6.2 Numerical Procedures

The integrals HL(x) etc are evaluated using two quadrature rules. When x is small,

Simpson's rule gives accurate results. For large x, however, the exponential factor

exp(ikx) is rapidly oscillating requiring an alternative treatment. In this case we follow a

standard procedure, dividing the range of integration into n subintervals and summing

the contributions.
b

For the integral J exp(ikx) f(k) dk, we consider the interval [k^.k^j] of
a

width h and write

f(km+h) - f(k_)
f(k) = f(kj + m ^ m; (k - kj . (6.2.1)

Hence the integral over each interval is
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We now sum the contributions from each interval to evaluate the required

integral. We note that the x in the denominator of (6.2.2) means that we use Simpson's
rule when x = 0. The modified Bessel functions in fC^) are calculated from a routine in

the Numerical Algorithms Library.

A useful check on the accuracy of the integration can be carried out by noting

that

The plasma dispersion function can be calculated independently using the routine

frdcnt.f .

The integrals are now used to calculate V(x) and the differential equation is

solved using the NAG routine D02BBF as follows. First we rewrite the equation

fyi\ f o o i o
y2

_ o o o l y2
y3 " -Re(V) Im(V) 0 0 y3

4J {-Im(V) -Re(V) 0 0 J[y4 J
where y3 = Re(Ey)

y2 = Im(Ey)

y3 = Re(E'y)

y"+ V(x)y = 0 ,

as four coupled first order differential equations :
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y4 = Im(E'y).

For high field incidence we start the integration at the low field side and vice

versa; this allows us to choose boundary conditions that describe a single transmitted

wave (Figure 6.1). We take yt = 1, y2 = 0, y3 =0 and y4 = kf, choosing the sign of

kf to represent the appropriate direction of propagation.

The solution comprises two independent solutions representing the forwards

and backwards propagating fast wave. If we take

y = Aeikx + Be"ikx ,

then for high field incidence we have

T = 1/B2 and R = A2/B2 ,

and for low field incicence, ^

T = 1/A2 and R = B2/A2 .

By analogy with Chapter 4, we can include non-zero kz simply by altering

(6.1.3) to

and the dispersion relation becomes

= 0.
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The easiest way to calculate the values of kf and V(x) for arbitrary angles of
2 2

propagation is therefore to simply replace £L with £L - nz and £R with £R - nz in the

computer programme.

A problem in the integration procedure exists for low field incidence in

parameter ranges where the hybrid resonance is well separated from the minority

fundamental; the code giving transmission coefficients larger than unity. Similar

problems have been reported by independent workers solving the dispersion relation

for small kp by means of the fast wave approximation; it therefore seems unlikely that

the error is a result of the particular routine which is used here. A possible way round

the problem might involve using a Frobenius type solution in the central region.

Numerical results for low field incidence are therefore restricted to values of r2 such

that r2 < r2crit.

§ 6.3 Results and Discussion

Figure 6.2 shows the variation of the real and imaginary part of V(x) across the

tokamak radius. It is the imaginary part of V(x) which represents the damping and we

can clearly see the absorption peak at the hybrid resonance. At the minority fundamental

we see a reversible growth and decay of the wave.

It is of interest to discover up to what temperatures the differential equation can

be expected to give accurate results in these circumstances, hence we have included

TFD, the transmission coefficient calculated from a fast wave approximation to the

fourth order differential equation. TFI denotes the results from the fast wave

approximation to the integral equation. For purposes of comparison we have included

the temperature independent (locally uniform) transmission coefficient calculated in

Chapter 3.

A representative sample of results are given in Tables 6.1 - 6.4. In all cases we
have taken na = 5 x 1019 m"3, B = 3.4T and L=3.1m. For high field incidence the

reflection coefficient is zero in all cases.
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Table 6.1 shows results for high field incidence. We see that gyrokinetic theory

has the effect of lowering the transmission coefficient, the difference being more

pronounced for higher temperatures and higher minority/majority density ratios. The

results from the fast wave approximation of the differential equation model TL more

closely, which is perhaps to be expected since since this method is less sensitive to

temperature and TL is temperature independent.

Table 6.2 shows the effect of including finite kz in the calculation. As kz is

increased, the results from locally uniform and gyrokinetic theory converge. This is due

to the fact that the argument of the plasma dispersion function is altered by a factor

(l+I^L2)"1/2 which for large kz —» 1/ kzL, reproducing the argument of the plasma

dispersion function used in Chapter 2.

For low field incidence we are able to differentiate between the energy which is

mode converted and that which is lost due to absorption by the minority ions. The

reflection and mode conversion coefficients from locally uniform theory are (1-T)2 and

T(l-T) respectively. Hence, if we define A = 1 - T - R, we can associate A - T(l-T)

with the true absorption, rather than the energy loss due to mode conversion. From

Table 6.3 we deduce that for r2 = .01,.05 and .06, the absorption is 0%, 19% and 23%

respectively.

Table 6.4 shows the effect of increasing the temperature for low field incidence.

Both the transmission and reflection coefficient are lower than predicted by locally

uniform theory. As expected, the absorption due to the minority fundamental increases

with increasing temperature.
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Table 6.1 : High field incidence, kz = 0.

Temp(KeV) r2 TL tfd Tfi hr1h

2 .01 .89 .89 .89 .00

2 .05 .55 .54 .53 .02

2 .1 .31 .27 .27 .04

50 .01 .89 .89 .88 .01

50 .05 .55 .53 .51 .04

50 .1 .31 .27 .24 .07

100 .01 .89 .89 .86 .03

100 .05 .55 .55 .50 .05

100 .1 .31 .30 .22 .09

Table 6.2 : High field incidence, Temp = 50KeV, r2 = .05.

kz Tl tfi Tl-TH

5. .60 .56 .04

10. .73 .71 .02

15. .90 .90 .00

Table 6.3 : Low field incidence, Temp = lOOKeV, kz == lnr1.

r2 Tn Rn (1-T)2 T(l-T) A

.01 .88 .01 .01 .11 .11

.05 .49 .07 .26 .25 .44

.06 .42 .11 .34 .24 .47

Table 6.4 : Low field incidence, r2 = .05, kz = 5m -l

Temp tfi Rn (1-T)2 T(l-T) A

2 .59 .09 .17 .24 .32

10 .58 .01 .18 .24 .41

50 .57 .00 .18 .25 .43

100 .55 .00 .20 .25 .45
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§ 6.4 Conclusions

We have described the fast wave propagation using several different levels of

description. In all cases, the equations derived have been reduced to a form where a

comparison can be made with the work of independent authors or a previous stage of

approximation.

The analytical work of Chapter 3 suggested that the self-consistent inclusion of

the variation of the magnetic field across the ion-Larmor radius introduced a new source

of damping, present even at perpendicular incidence.

The numerical solution of a wave equation valid for small kp met with limited

success, possibly as a result of the small kp condition being violated in the region of

the minority fundamental. The integro-differential equations derived in Chapter 5 may

perhaps offer a more promising route forward; numerical results having been

successfully obtained for a similar equation by Swiss workers (Sauter et al (1990)).

The absence of density and temperature gradients in our equations offers some

simplification of their numerical work.

The calculations of transmission, reflection and absorption in Chapter 6 bear out

the analytical work done earlier. We find that for both high and low field incidence the

transmission coefficient is lower than predicted from locally uniform theory, absorption

at the minority fundamental being at least partially responsible for the difference. We

find that the differences are more noticeable for higher minority temperatures and

kz<10mT.
There is considerable scope for continuing this line of research. This thesis has

been mainly concerned with the techniques available for deriving wave equations,

demonstrating them with respect to two specific examples. The methods will, however,

describe other scenarios. The numerical work can also be extended. The fast wave

approximation of heating at the second harmonic, for example, should be a fairly

simple extension to codes already in existence.
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Appendix A

The Dielectric Tensor for a Hot Plasma

In this Section we calculate the dielectric tensor elements using the method of

characteristics ie we find the perturbation of the distribution function due to the wave by

integrating along the unperturbed orbits. The calculation is carried out in Cartesian

coordinates and then transformed to rotating coordinates.

§ 1 Evolution of the Distribution Function

Consider a zero-order (unperturbed) trajectory

R(t) = R[r(t), v(t), t],

and calculate the rate of change of the distribution function along this trajectory.

df
dt

df df dr df dv ,. ..

R = 5F + dr dt+dv dt" (A1)

, dr
where = v

dv q , „ ,

dr = a=^(vxB).

Hence, (Al) can be written

df
dt R = l+v-Vf+mvxBo-Vvf-

If we write f as f0 + fj where f0 is the zero order distribution function and fj is due to

the perturbation then f0 is independent of R and t, so
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dfg _dfo
dt dt R =mVxB0.Vvf0 = 0. (A2)

If we add and subtract the wave electric and magnetic field terms in (A2) we

obtain

df
dt r"|I + v'vf + mlEl + v x <Bo+B,)]-Vv m (E,+v x B,)Vvf,(A3)

where the subscript '0' denotes the equilibrium fields and '1' denotes the perturbation.

The term in brackets vanishes due to the collisionless Boltzmann equation, and we may

now write (Al) as

df
dt

_

R dt
+ *Lr+ dt

= -

™ (E x + vxBj) Vv f. (A4)R m

The zero-order term vanishes from equation (A4), so we may integrate the total

derivative of the perturbed function to obtain

t

f^r.v.t) = Jdf {[EjCr'd') + v' x B^r^Ol-Vy' f0(v') }+ f^r.v.to). (A5)
*0

If we assume that (0 has a positive imaginary part, then the wave grows in time

and vanishes as to —» , so if we change the lower limit in (A5) to we may

neglect the effect of the initial conditions. The perturbed distribution function is then

described by

t

f^W) = jdt' {[EjCrMO + v' x B^rM'^.Vv f0(v') } , (A6)
-o©

where we are to integrate along the trajectories R[r',v',t'] that end at R(t) = R[r, v, t]

when t'—n.

§ 2 Integrating Along the Unperturbed Orbits

Let us assume that the electric and magnetic field vary as
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Ej = E eUk.r' - tot')

Bj = B ei(k-r' " wt')
0B

Maxwell's equations give us V x E = - , so we can write

Bi =JL^i = jLiLl ei(k.r'-tot'),
(0 co

and vxBj = vx(kx Ej) = (v.Ej)k - (v.k )Ej .

Equation (A6) may now be written

Jdt'Efl + V k ' V •k\Vv-f0(v>i(k>r^-totO . (A7)
-oo ^ CO J

We will take the magnetic field to be B = B0(l+x/L) and evaluate the particle

orbits to order L"1. The equation of motion for a particle with v' = v and r' = r when

t' = tis

dv' , „

dt' ~~ v x ^ez •

Hence

dvx' dvv' dvz'
"dT=£2v'y ~d?~=-nv'* and

d2vx' d2vv' d2vz'
lPT=-QVx M'y "d?T"0'

If we put t = t -1' and note that -jp = -— we havedt dx

v'x(x) = v± cos( Qx - 0) (A8a)

v'y(x) = Vjl sin( Qx - 0) (A8b)

v'z(x) = vz, (A8c)
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where v = (vj_ cos(-0), vj_ sin(—0) , vz)

Integrating (8a) (8b) and (8c) we obtain
v_l

x'(t) = - — sin (Qx - 0) + const
Q

x'(x) - x = -— (sin (Qx - 0) + sin0) (A9a)

v±
y'(x) =— cos (Qx - 0) + const

y'(x) - y =— (cos (Qx - 0) - cos0) (A9b)

z'(x) - z = - vzx . (A9c)

Q is the value of the cyclotron frequency at the guiding centre of the motion such that

Comparing this with Antonsen and Manheimer (1978), we see that there is agreement

in the expressions for v'x, v'y and y' but that they appear to have made a mistake in the

expression for x'.

Now,

i k.r' - i co t' = i k.r - i co t

v± v±
— - 0) + sin0) + (cos _ 9)_ cos0)+ i (co — kzvz)x .

Since v± and vz are constants of the motion, we know that f0(v'±, v'z) = f0(vj_, vz).

If we now define

Q = Qq (1 + ^ sin0 ) where f2 =
qB0
m
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and note that

3fo
= 3f0 3v±_

9vx • 9vx

then

3fo
_ vx , , dfo _ Vy. f

dvx Vj_ O-1 an B\y Vj_ 0J-'

Hence the remaining factor in (A7) is

! + .v k ■ v .ks y
(0

v'fo(v')

= E 1 +
,v'k - v'. kx A

to a
f0_Lex + \r^f0-Ley + f0ze3

Ex foi + Ey fox + Ezfoz

+ ^ ( EX.V'X + Ey.V'y + EZ.V'Z) /kX^ f0l + ky^ fQ1 + k^Qj
-

^ ( kx.v x + ky.v y + kz.v z) .^EXy^ fox + Ey fox + EzfQ2
= vv

fT-: ^O-1- . Exkz - Ezkx
b* v7-L 0)

vzfo± Yk
r0z

*±
JJ

+V
f()±

+ Eykz - Ezky
y v± CO

( V,fn i Y\
L0z

zOl

v±
JJ

+ Ezfoz •

The integral in (A6) is of the form

fi=-£ /it-m

We can rewrite it by factoring out the leading term of the phase factor to give
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3_ei(k.r- tot) j dxm (A 10)

The integral is to be interpreted as the limit as the imaginary part of co tends to zero from

above; this ensures the convergence of the integral, which is interpreted as the Fourier

amplitude of the distribution function. If we now let ky = 0 , for comparison with
Antonsen and Manheimer, we obtain

00

f v )
fi = ei(k*r " 400 J dx exp J- ikx^ (sin (Qx - 0) + sin0) + i(co-kzvz)x I

( ^0-L Exkz - Ezkx f vzf0± ^
Ex 1-x

v± CO
^Oz "

+ Vv,
( fpj_

^ Eykz - Ezky
-y v1 CO

JJ

v,fn t Y\
l0z

zx0±

V1
JJ

+ Ezf0z ) • (All)

The current density may be expressed as

J = q J d3v v fi

= Z . E ei(k-r ~ . (A 12)

where Z denotes the conductivity tensor. From equation (All) the elements are

calculated to be.

Zn = A v± f0jL cos 0 cos(£2x - 0)

Z12 = A v± f0± cos 0 sin(Qx - 0)

Z2! = -A v± f0j_ sin 0 cos(Qx - 0)

Z22 = -A v± f01 sin 0 sin(Qx - 0) ,
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where

A = | d3v vj_ J dx exp j (s i n (Q x
- 0) + sin9) + ioDxl. (A13)

and we have taken kz = 0 for simplicity.

§ 3 Transformation to Rotating Coordinates

The calculations are found to be easier if we work in rotating, rather than Cartesian co¬

ordinates

Ex=^(E+ + E_),

Ey = i(E+-E.).

The dielectric tensor in cartesian coordinates may be transformed to rotating

coordinates by the usual relationship

£LRz = U Sxyz U-l

wtetU=^(! -')•
We find that

jlrz 2m

00

f v 1

J d^v v± J dx exp j~ (sin(Qx - 0) + sin0) + icoxj
r

v±fo_Le v±foi 20)

V vj/o± e " 29) V±f0± e*iQx

A

y

(A14)

We denote the tensor elements as
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' ^LR ^

v ^RL SR >

Or, in terms of the dielectric tensor, Ky,

J - icoe0E = - icoe0K.E

J = I E = icoe0(I - K)E ,

E--
hence Ky = 5;j -—^ = 8y + ay. (A 15)

icoe0

*2 »

where 0;: = -—^— f d3v (A16)J
2mcoe0 J

It is worth emphasising that a is not the standard conductivity tensor, having been

divided by a factor icoe0; it is however the expression which is used in this thesis.

We see that the integral, 'A', in equation (A 13) is equivalent to the integral

derived by Antonsen and Manheimer if we replace x with —t and O with -Q. The effect

of changing the sign of the cyclotron frequency is the same as changing the wave

polarisations, hence we should expect to find that the tensor elements are diagonally

swapped. This does turn out to be the case; it also explains the differences in the

expressions for the cyclotron frequency at the guiding centre (taking into account that

Antonsen and Manheimer use B = B0(l-x/L)). The confusion has possibly arisen from

the fact that the reference which Antonsen and Manheimer quote concerning the

dielectric tensor considers a wave varying as e'1^*1" ~ wt) rather than the case they

take for the remainder of the paper.
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Appendix B

Properties of Bessel Functions

§ 1 Expansions for Small Arguments

From Abramovitz and Stegun (1965) we find that the power series expansion for is

(tT
Iv(Z) l2J k$) k! r(o+k+l)

oo

z\0

Hence, the first few orders are

I0(z) = l+ j + ...

Il(z)-| + ^+...
z^

I2(z) = |- + ...

In Chapter 2, expressions of the form I-^z) e"z are neeed. These are found to be

Z "Z?"
iie-z = |-y

I2e-Z=4 +...

(r0-Io)e-z = -l + y + ...

(I,1-Ii)e-z = 5-z + •••

(1*2 * I2)e-Z = | + -
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§ 2 Integral Representations

The trigonometric integral representations are

/ tr\ \D 71

I (z) = ^—— j ezc°s6 sin2v,0 d0 ,U
7tri2r(V+l/2)o

where

r(u+1/2) _ i.3.5 „(2p-l)r(l/2)
Hence

I0 = I \ ezcos0 de
n o

Ij = — J ezcos0 sin20 d0
7t 0

2 K
12 =— J ezcos0 sin40 d0

3jt o

3 n
13 =— f ezcos0 sin60 d0

1571 0

,4 n
h = f ezcos0 sin80 d0

105710

§ 3 Recursion Relations

The recursion relations are needed in Chapter 5 in order to define the derivatives of the

Besel function in trigonometric form. We have the relationships

2I-o (z) = ID—1 (z) + ID+1 (z) '

and I0'(z) = Ij .

§ 4 Orthogonality Integral

The orthogonality integrals over 0 takes the form
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In

I Jm(b)Jd0 ei(m-n)0 = 27C Jn(b) .

m=-°° o

2n

I Jm(b) f d9 eKm-nje sine = _2ju Jn'
m=-°o o

(b)

§ 5 Integrations

From the relationship

J t e-P2'2Ju(at) J-o(bt) dt =^ e-(a2+b2)/4p2 iv(^,
we can derive the expressions for

( t'e-P2i2j„(at) Ju(bt) dt = -5^
| t2 e-P2t%(at) J-u'(bt) dt = 9 r i^e-(a2+b2)/4P25b 2p2

Hence, in order to calculate

Y = f v exp2
V1

'th

we putP = ^ . ^ = ~Vt2^ andfind

vt 2 a
Y = -^.-v;2 -~vt 9vt

v2 J (k2+k'2)v2
expV 4Q2

^kk'v,2^
v**/J

=tK - <k2 + k'2> 1'^ 1 exp {—(k^ + k'^)}

Similarly,
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Y=J i exPy
_i|
2

kv2Q
kv, Jui n

± k'vj
Q dvi

2 a vi2 .

'

(k2+k"2)vt2
"ID fkk-vfS"

k'dk' 2 exp I" 4£P j l2«2Jj
4

= y{~ !\) + ^I,-uJexp{-(k2 + k'2)^-} .

Therefore

r 21
oo v

| v3 expj y° v,h

A'vl
H Q. Q J ^ k'vi Q Ju

kv

\) k D
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Appendix C

The Plasma Dispersion Function

If we assume a Maxwellian distribution, we see from (All) that with a suitable scaling

of variables, the integral over parallel velocity can be expressed in terms of the function

The above expresson is known as the plasma dispersion function and is defined

in this way for Im£ > 0 and by analytic continuation for other values. The mathematical

details of deforming the contour to negotiate the pole can be found in Swanson (1989).

The properties which are used in Chapter 4 are derived by manipulating the

expression in (CI) as detailed in Cairns (1985):-

Differentiating (CI) we have

Z(0 = tt-i/2 j exP(-t2) dt . (CI)

Z^^dt,
-°o (t - 02

which on integrating by parts can be rewritten as

oo

dt

= -2(1+CZ). (C2)

Letting £ tend to zero from the upper part of the complex plane we have
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Z(0) = tt1/2 P J exp(-t2) dt + [Ky2
-oo

=
,

since the integrand is an odd function of t. We can now integrate the linear differential

equation (C2) using the above boundary condition to obtain an alternative expression

for Z, namely

Z(Q = exp(-£2)
f c
i7i1/2 - 2 J exp(x2)dx

o
(C3)

It is now possible to relate this expression to an error function by making the

substitution t = ix. Noting that

o

J exp(-t2) dt = \ k112 ,

(C3) can be written in the form

iC
Z(Q = 2i exp(-^2) { exp(-t2) dt.

The above error function has argument iC, and is valid for all values of
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